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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis is to examine the challenges and opportunities facing Fuerza Laboral, a 

Latino immigrant worker center, in its efforts to found a building cleaning worker cooperative in 

Rhode Island, so as to assist similar endeavors in future. The inquiry explores the crucial pre-

launch phase by employing a case study approach with a centerpiece feasibility analysis for a 

potential building cleaning cooperative. In addition to a review of the relevant literature, the 

backstory and critical issues are examined through interviews with professionals concerned 

with the cleaning industry and with worker cooperatives in RI and elsewhere. Research and 

observation indicated that a worker center could assist low-income immigrants establish 

building cleaning cooperatives to the extent that it can overcome internal impediments as well 

as the challenging industry, regulatory, technical, and social conditions in RI. The thesis 

concludes with thoughts on ways that educational establishments might help further the 

process.  
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

The aim of this thesis is to examine the challenges and opportunities facing an immigrant 

worker center in its efforts to found a building cleaning worker cooperative in Rhode Island (RI), 

in order to assist similar endeavors in future. It focuses on the early pre-launch phase as this is 

when crucial decisions regarding a cooperative are made, including the type of industry, legal 

form, and viability. The introductory chapter briefly outlines the motivation behind the thesis, 

and the need for the cooperative, and hence for the feasibility study.  

 

Labor abuses (such as low wages, wage theft, and unsafe work conditions) are pervasive in 

industries that employ immigrant workers. The building cleaning industry is one of the severest 

offenders, and the foreign-born Latino workforce the most affected ethnic group. Traditionally, 

workers countered exploitation by organizing, notably through institutions such as workplace-

based labor unions. However, the transition of the USA to a largely service-based economy in 

the last few decades has meant the decline or disappearance of conventional workplaces, and 

thus of the organizations aiding workers within them. In their stead have arisen community 

based, and community-led endeavors, such as worker centers that function as mediating 

entities providing a mix of services, advocacy, and organizing, to help low-wage immigrant 

workers, both individually and collectively, navigate the US labor environment.  

 

Fuerza Laboral (FL) is a Central Falls, RI-based non-profit worker center whose programs 

address the exploitation of labor that its Latino constituency faces, primarily through training 

and organizing workers around their rights, for instance, the successful campaign to institute 
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legislation enabling workers to prosecute labor law violators. Realizing that these efforts were 

slow and piecemeal, FL and its multi-sectoral partners formed the “POWER network” to launch 

a Cooperative Business Incubator (CBI) program in 2014. This initiative aims to assist community 

members establish worker-owned Latino immigrant enterprises, thereby eliminating the 

middlemen or sub-contractors who engage in unsavory labor practices. FL anticipates that an 

array of inter-connected worker-founded cooperatives, in which equitable work environments 

are safeguarded through democratic management, would improve the economic well-being of 

the workers, and hence that of the Latino community in Central Falls, thus serving the greater 

movement for social justice. 

 

For CBI’s pilot project, FL chose a potential cooperative in an industry, building cleaning, in 

which many workers in its constituency had experience. FL subsequently circulated a request 

for assistance in conducting a feasibility study. The project intrigued me as it reflected my deep 

interest in the “New” or “Solidarity” Economy, which seeks to improve the quality of life, 

especially for marginalized groups, through localized grassroots efforts, ultimately forming a 

workable democratic alternative to capitalism. I had also written a UEP class paper on 

community unions, of which worker centers are considered a sub-set. I was taken on by FL to 

help out with the feasibility study on a voluntary basis, separately from this thesis.  

 

During this work, I became aware of the opportunities and setbacks that FL experienced, and of 

the workarounds it adopted to further the project. These issues related not only to its 

organization and external relationships, but also to the RI legal and business environment that 
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FL finds itself in. The experience also led me to ponder the role of the academic researcher in 

feasibility studies, and by extension, that of educational institutions in the worker cooperative 

incubation process. Because the feasibility study necessarily concentrated on researching, 

analyzing, and summarizing the building cleaning industry in RI for the benefit of potential 

cooperative worker-members, further research was conducted to fill in and understand the 

underlying circumstances so as to illuminate the challenges and opportunities involved. The 

observations and findings from the research, as well as my own, were used to propose 

recommendations for facilitating the process of initiating worker cooperatives for building 

cleaning in RI, and perhaps, elsewhere. 

 

Chapter 2 details the methodology used in this thesis, including those employed in the 

feasibility study, followed by a literature review in Chapter 3 which delves deeper into worker 

cooperatives, worker centers, and building cleaning initiatives similar to FL’s effort. Chapter 4 

introduces the case study, describing labor abuses, the Latino immigrant situation in RI, Fuerza 

Laboral and its partners, the CBI program, and the coop formation process prior to the 

feasibility study. Chapter 5 consists of the completed feasibility study. Chapter 6 provides an 

analysis of the case, concluding with recommendations for facilitating the worker cooperative 

incubation process in RI. The thesis concludes in Chapter 7 with suggestions for future research 

and the role of RI educational establishments in incubating worker cooperatives in the State.  
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Chapter 2 : Methodology 

The overarching inquiry into the possibility of forming a building cleaning cooperative in Rhode 

Island gave rise to four broad categories of research questions: 

Research Questions 

1. How does FL think about and go about the process of incubating cooperatives?  

a. What were the reasons behind the attempt at establishing a cleaning 

cooperative?  

b. How did FL go about establishing the effort? 

c. What were the barriers to the cooperative building process in RI and how were 

they overcome? 

2. How does FL relate to other similar initiatives?  

a. What aspects of FL’s function as a worker center affected the cooperative 

building process?  

3. What is the potential for a cleaning cooperative in Central Falls, Rhode Island (RI), that 

would provide a living wage, safe and stable employment, as well as opportunities for 

educational and occupational training? 

a. What are the existing conditions in RI that would further the establishment of a 

building cleaning worker cooperative?  

4. How can establishing worker cooperatives be better facilitated by immigrant worker 

centers in RI (and beyond)?  
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a. How can university-based researchers help facilitate the process of incubating 

worker coops? 

A feasibility analysis was conducted first, addressing question 3. A literature review and case 

study, as well as the researcher’s own reflections of the process, were employed to augment 

the methods employed in the original study. These methods are described in detail below. 

Literature review 

A review of the literature on worker cooperatives and worker centers provided context and the 

theories of change relevant to worker cooperative formation. In addition, a review of similar 

initiatives concerned with building cleaning gave an overview of incubation practice to date.  

Case study 

A case study was employed as “a method for learning about a complex instance, based on a 

comprehensive understanding of that instance obtained by extensive description and analysis 

of that instance taken as a whole and in its context” (Datta 1990). The aim was to obtain as 

complete a picture as possible of what is going on in a specific situation, and why, using 

multiple methods. For this thesis, the case concerned the formation of a potential building 

cleaning cooperative by Fuerza Laboral (FL), a worker center in RI. In order to evaluate the 

cooperative formation process, the study followed FL’s idea assessment and development 

strategy in the context of its organizational and relational environment, as well as the political 

and business climate in RI. This involved: 

 Data collection  

o Statistics from US Census on population in RI 
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o Documentation from websites and other media on labor abuses 

o Documentation on state policies on cooperatives, and vision of enterprise in RI. 

o Interviews with officials of Fuerza Laboral and those involved with the CBI program, 

other cleaning cooperative incubators and worker cooperatives: 

Official Position Organization Role 
 
Officials involved with CBI Program 
Heiny 
Maldonado 

Executive Director Fuerza Laboral, RI Worker Center & lead in 
CBI 

Maru Bautista Co-Director of Cooperative 
Development 

Center for Family Life/SCO 
Family of Services, NYC 

Co-developer of CBI 

Wilder 
Arboleda 

Community Development 
Manager 

City of Central Falls, RI Infrastructural support 
for CBI 

Patricia 
Martinez 

Executive Director Center for Family Support & 
Student Development, 
Central Falls School District, 
RI 

Outreach for CBI 

Sandra Cano AVP Business & 
Community Development 

Navigant Credit Union, RI Financial advisor for CBI 

Manuel Batlle Director of Diverse 
Business Outreach 

Rhode Island Small Business 
Development Center; RI 

Business advisor for CBI 

 
Representatives of cleaning cooperative incubators and worker cooperatives 
Heloisa Galvão President Brazilian Women’s Group, 

MA 
Incubator: Vida Verde 

David Smathers 
Moore 

Founder TeamWorks Development 
Institute, CA 

TeamWorks Cleaning 
Cooperative 

Sarah Shikes Executive Director EL Centro Humanitario, CO Incubator: Green 
Cleaning for Life 

Eric Beecher Founder Sol Power, RI Worker Cooperative 

 

 Data analysis using Excel to examine responses to interview questions 

Feasibility study 

A feasibility study has been defined as an “investigation into the viability of an idea” (Hofstrand 

and Holz-Clause 2009), which, in this thesis, was a potential building cleaning cooperative in RI. 

As such, it was considered the “exploratory” or “shortened” case study that suggested the 

questions, design, and analytic strategy for the larger inquiry (concerning the challenges and 
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opportunities facing Fuerza Laboral’s effort), of which it formed a part. A feasibility study seeks 

to help in the decision to proceed with a project or not, and is an important step in the 

development of a cooperative enterprise. Research activities were therefore directed towards 

assessing if the venture could generate adequate surplus, withstand potential risks, be viable in 

the long-term, and meet the goals of the founders (Hofstrand and Holz-Clause 2009). Activities 

included: 

 Data collection 

o Statistics from US Census on population etc. for market analysis 

o Documentation from websites (including trade journals), and articles on cleaning 

information, companies and cooperatives. 

o Emails and telephone calls with cleaning companies for cleaning pricing information 

o Interviews with officials of organizations involved in CBI program and other cleaning 

worker cooperatives: 

Official Position Organization Role 
Heiny 
Maldonado 

Executive Director Fuerza Laboral, RI Worker Center & lead in 
CBI 

Sandra Cano AVP Business & 
Community Development 

Navigant Credit Union, RI Financial advisor for CBI 

Blake Collins Business Outreach City of Central Falls, RI City liaison for CBI 
Maru Bautista Co-Director of Cooperative 

Development 
Center for Family Life/SCO 
Family of Services, NYC 

Co-developer of CBI 

Kristina Brown Research Assistant Community Development, 
Roger Williams University, RI 

Policy Researcher for CBI 

Lydia Edwards Equal Justice Works Fellow Greater Boston Legal 
Services, MA 

Legal advisor to CBI 

Stacey Cordero Co-op Organizer Boston Center for 
Community Ownership, MA 

Advisor to CBI 

David Smathers 
Moore 

Founder TeamWorks Cleaning 
Cooperative, CA 

Cleaning worker 
cooperative 

Cyndi Jimenez Founder Dahlia Green Cleaning 
Services 

Cleaning worker 
Cooperative 

 Data analysis using Excel for feasibility study market analyses and financial projection 

models 
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Reflection on role of researcher 

Initially derived from teacher education, the concept of “reflection” has been defined as 

“deliberate thinking about an action with a view to its improvement” (Hatton and Smith 1995). 

As an activity that turns experience into new or enhanced ideas, reflection is seen as central to 

developing practice, especially when applied to collaborative research (Leitch and Day 2000). In 

this thesis, reflection involved thoughtful consideration and retrospective analysis of the 

researcher’s experience with the feasibility study, supplemented by ideas from case study 

interviewees’ in order to suggest ways of helping future academic researchers working with 

cooperatives in RI. 
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Chapter 3 : Literature Review 

For over three decades, US livelihoods have been restructured according to neoliberal precepts 

of market competitiveness and “individual responsibility” that transfer risk and security from 

firm to workers. This has disproportionately benefited upper corporate management and 

investors to the detriment of low income individuals and their communities (Hacker and 

Pierson 2010; Bivens et al. 2014). Growing inequality has spurred a resurgence of interest in 

cooperation- and community-based socio-economic alternatives as a means to assert low-wage 

workers’ influence on workplaces and economies (Alperovitz 2013; Kennelly and Odekon 2016). 

This chapter explores two such initiatives, Worker Cooperatives, and Worker Centers, briefly 

describing concepts, activities, and challenges. It then examines the intersection of both 

through a typically low-wage industry, building cleaning, to review efforts to found worker 

cooperatives by worker centers and others. 

Worker Cooperatives 

Worker cooperatives1 (henceforth “worker coops”) are independent businesses democratically 

owned and controlled by their workers according to shared principles2 and values3. Unlike in 

conventional firms, workers invest in and co-own the business, make decisions based on one-

person one-vote, and share profits (“surplus”) according to individual contributions of labor, 

                                                     
1 A cooperative is recognized internationally as “an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet 
their common economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly-owned and democratically-
controlled enterprise.” Other types of cooperatives are consumer cooperatives, owned and governed by 
customers, and producer cooperatives, owned and controlled by independent producers (ICA, n.d.). 
2 The seven cooperative principles are: 1. voluntary and open membership; 2. democratic member control; 3. 
member economic participation; 4. autonomy and independence; 5. education, training and information; 6. 
cooperation among cooperatives; and 7. concern for community (Ibid). 
3 Cooperative values are: self-help, self-responsibility, democracy, equality, equity and solidarity; as well as ethical 
values of honesty, openness, social responsibility and caring for others (ibid). 
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not capital investment4. Whereas conventional firms seek to maximize profit and shareholder 

returns, worker coops aim to provide employment for their worker-members. Though viability 

is critical, profit-making is subordinate to the needs and wellbeing of the latter, and of the 

larger community (Dickstein 1991; CICOPA 2005; ICA n.d.). This dual business and social 

character, as well as the reliance on cooperation, are seen to facilitate innovation and flexibility 

by proponents. However, it is considered too complex and problematic by neoclassical 

economics, where interaction based on abstract, competitive, “rational” self-interest alone 

purports to result in overall economic benefit. Hence worker coops are generally overlooked by 

mainstream economics (Puusa et al. 2016). The few empirical studies have focused on their 

economic performance compared to conventional firms, with some exploration of effects on 

workers and communities, as well as of the challenges they face. Information on employee 

ownership or participation in management has also been gleaned from conventional firms that 

utilize elements of one or both (Dickstein 1991; Abell 2014). 

 

Worker coops are not a new phenomenon, first emerging in 18th and 19th century Europe and 

USA as a response by artisans’ guilds and labor unions to deteriorating working conditions 

during the industrial revolution. The formulation of core principles in 1844 by English textile 

workers led to the modern cooperative movement and its worker coop subset (Rothschild 

2009; Adams and Hansen 2012). Today, the latter sector is still small compared to other 

cooperative forms, with an estimated 10.8 million worker-members globally, but growing 

(Roelants et al. 2014). Worker coops are not unlike conventional firms in that they are found 

                                                     
4 In the more common Employee Stock Option Plans (ESOPs), workers can either buy stock or receive it at 
retirement. Both options give little or no control over decision-making (Dickstein, 1991). 
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worldwide, span a diverse range of industries and sizes, and can be significant actors in national 

or regional economies (Perotin 2014; Roelants et al. 2014). The oft-cited Mondragon 

Corporation, a complex of 260 worker coops and companies, has 74,000 employees, and a 

turnover of €11.37 billion, making it the 10th largest company Spain (Mondragon 2016).  

Worker Cooperatives in the USA 

Although the USA has a robust cooperative sector5, the worker coop segment has always been 

small, comprising just 1% of the total today (Deller et al. 2009). Rigorous data on worker coops 

is limited, due to the ambiguity around terminology and differences in methodology. Most 

estimates of the sector involve “democratic workplaces”6 comprising a range of member-

owner-worker configurations (Deller et al. 2009; Artz and Kim 2011; Hoover 2012, USFWC n.d.). 

The most recent national-level study by the Democracy at Work Institute (DWI 2013) solely 

targeted worker coops, recording 256 businesses employing around 6,000 people, with 

estimated median revenue of over $280,000, total revenues of over $350 million, and a small 

median workforce of 10 workers, 84% of whom are also owners. Some have non-owner 

employees, exemplified by the largest, New York’s Cooperative Home Care Associates (CHCA) 

which untypically employs over 2,000 people, about half of whom are non-owners (CHCA n.d.).  

Worker coops are found across the US economy, though concentrated in the service sector 

(from low wage janitorial to high wage consultancy), followed by manufacturing and retail, 

particularly in industries with low capital requirements (Hoover 2012; Artz and Kim 2011; DWI 

                                                     
5 The most recent comprehensive study found around 30,000 US cooperatives with 350 million members 
generating $650 billion in revenue. 92% of these are consumer cooperatives (Deller et al., 2009) 
6
 The oft-quoted estimate of over 350 refers to “democratic workplaces” that also include multi-stakeholder 

cooperatives where workers are one of several member/owners, ESOPs with majority worker ownership, and 
other democratic staff self-managed entities https://usworker.coop/democratic-workplaces/ . 

https://usworker.coop/democratic-workplaces/
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2013). They are urban and prevalent in just seven states -- California, Oregon, Washington, 

Minnesota, Wisconsin, Massachusetts and New York -- that are seen to have strong liberal or 

progressive socio-political traditions, and policies conducive to worker coops (Artz and Kim 

2011; Kennelly and Odekon 2016). There are none registered in 18 states (DWI 2015). 

Potential of Worker Coops 

Theorists maintain that worker coops are rare because they are less efficient than conventional 

firms, offer less incentive due to profit sharing, and cost more to start up due to the number of 

owners (Dickstein 1991). However, US worker coops as a whole have slightly outperformed 

conventional firms, and shown greater productivity, while their revenues tend to increase with 

age, indicating that financial stability and expansion can occur after start-up (Pencaval 2002; 

DWI 2013; Kennelly and Odekon 2016). The cooperative structure also appears to enhance, not 

hinder, competitiveness (Kennelly and Odekon 2016). Over a third of current US worker coops 

have survived for 20 years or more, concurring with international comparisons of failure rates 

that suggest they survive at least as well as conventional firms (Hoover 2012; DWI 2013; Perotin 

2014). They also appear to raise standards as a whole in their respective industries (Kennelly 

and Odekon 2016). Worker coops tend to provide higher wages than other firms, especially in 

low-paying industry sectors; bestow more benefits, such as health insurance and training; and 

help build equity (Artz and Kim 2011; Abel, 2014; Kennelly and Odekon 2016). Worker-

members also report higher job satisfaction, motivation, workplace solidarity, and personal 

dignity, leading to less employee turnover (Krishna 2013; Abell 2014). Because they consider 

labor a fixed rather than a variable cost as conventional firms do, worker coops foster job 

security by limiting wage differentials, and by reducing pay instead of employment during 
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economic recessions (Pencaval 2002; Kennelly and Odekon 2016). They are seen as less likely to 

relocate or sell than conventional businesses, and thus have become a strategy adopted by 

progressive community economic development (CED) advocates, to address inequality and 

access to employment, particularly in communities of color (Dickstein 1991; Krishna 2013; 

Kennelly and Odekon 2016). Hence, while US worker coops have grown in number since the 

1950s, 60% of existing enterprises were formed after 2,000, and over 30% after 2010 (DWI 

2013). Moreover, in 2012 and 2013, almost 60% of workers in new worker coops were people 

of color, a trend that is likely to continue. That 42% of total existing worker coops have 

transitioned from conventional businesses, nonprofits, and others, reflects not only the desire 

of progressive CED to save jobs and firms, but also its view that existing institutions and 

structures are in need of reform rather than solely more investment (DWI 2013; Krishna 2013). 

Opportunities for such conversions may increase as enterprises owned by the large contingent 

of retiring “baby boomers” become available (Abell 2014).  

Challenges for Worker Coops 

Despite the potential of US worker coops to boost the employment and quality of life for many 

low wage workers, especially in immigrant communities, serious issues concerning start up and 

scale up impede their propagation. Financing is problematic because of low levels of 

investment by members and a lack of access to external funding due to general institutional 

unfamiliarity with the model. Worker coops thus pursue diverse options such as philanthropic 

grants, crowdfunding, and even non-member shareholding, though the latter may lead to 

dissolution into conventional businesses (Dickstein 1991; Artz and Kim 2011; Abell 2014).  
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The USA lacks a cohesive federal policy around worker coops, including regulatory frameworks, 

tax benefits, or support infrastructure, though not for want of trying (Abell 2014). Most worker 

coops (44%) are governed by a handful of uneven state laws or those meant for other 

cooperative models, while the remainder fall under statutes covering conventional businesses 

or nonprofits (DWI 2013; Rieger 2016). Practitioners also stress the acute need for high quality 

technical assistance and infrastructure to establish and grow worker coops (Hoover and Abell 

2016). Encouragingly, more state and municipal level support may be forthcoming, as 

manifested respectively in the California Worker Cooperative Act (AB 816) passed in 2015, and 

New York City’s publicly funded Worker Cooperative Business Development Initiative of 20147 

(Abell 2014; Rieger 2016). Absent such efforts, a number of independent organizations8 have 

emerged to provide technical services, including feasibility studies and training in democratic 

governance (USFWC n.d.). As this can be costly for low-wage worker coops, some educational 

institutions have assisted with training, research, and developmental functions, notably the 

University of Wisconsin (Deller et al. 2011; Hoover and Abell 2016). Worker coops are also 

turning to labor unions and worker centers, not only for assistance, but also to effect broader 

political change in their industries and communities, exemplified by the alliance between CHCA 

and the Service Employees International Union (Dastur 2012; Krishna 2013; Kennelly and 

Odekon 2016) 

                                                     
7
 This initiative helped partner organizations create 21 new enterprises in its first year of activity (Rieger, 2016). 

8 The national membership organization, US Federation of Worker Cooperatives, lists over 200 developers, 
lawyers, educators, financial institutions, and training entities that offer assistance to worker coops (Rieger, 2016)  
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Worker Centers 

Traditionally, workers have tackled labor issues by organizing, notably through workplace-based 

labor unions. However, union power has eroded in the last three decades, due not only to 

corporate-driven anti-union activism and legislation, but also to de-industrialization and 

privatization policies that foster outsourcing, subcontracting, and franchising. This has led to a 

large service sector with increasingly “nonstandard” work arrangements9, and misclassification 

of employees as “independent contractors,” thus excluding more than 25% of workers from 

employment benefits, labor laws, or union mediation10. Without legal protection, vulnerable 

low wage workers, many of them women, immigrants and people of color, are subject to labor 

violations such as wage theft, which they may be hesitant or unable to challenge (Bernhardt et 

al. 2009; Lafer 2013; Meixell and Eisenbrey 2014; Milkman 2014; DeSilver 2016).  

 

The most comprehensive response to these issues has been mounted by non-union “worker 

centers” identified by Fine (2005) as small community based and led mediating non-profits that 

provide support for low-wage workers. Unlike traditional unions, they operate by demanding 

external regulation or enforcement of labor standards, not by collective bargaining with 

company management, and are therefore viewed as “policy entrepreneurs” (Fine 2015). Their 

membership is driven not primarily by worksite or occupation, but by ethnicity and residential 

community (typically in a metropolitan area), where they also address labor-related social 

                                                     
9Nonstandard employment includes part-time work, temporary work, contingent or fixed-term contracting and 
subcontracting, self-employment, and home-based work (Black 2005; Milkman 2014). 
10

 Some occupations, such as agricultural and domestic workers, and independent contractors, are ineligible for 
unionization (NLRB, n.d.). Many labor unions were initially anti-immigrant, or did not support workers they 
considered unorganizable, such as undocumented and informal workers (Black 2005). 
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concerns, such as housing, health, education, and immigration (Fine 2005, 2015). This type of 

community activism was already foreseen in the 1960s as “the logical unit of organizing” for a 

future in which increasingly precarious employment would shift the labor base from workplace 

to community11 (Black 2005). Interestingly, worker centers hark back to pre-union labor 

activism, stemming from, and sharing features of, among others, legal aid clinics, immigrant 

and ethnic organizations, settlement houses, faith-based entities, unions and social movements 

(Fine 2005; Tait 2005). Worker centers arose in the 1970’s through civil rights and ethnic labor 

activism, growing rapidly from just 5 in 1992 to over 200 in 2013 across the USA (Fine 2005; 

Eidelson 2013). Most are located in immigrant communities, their expansion fueled by 

successive waves of immigration arising from neoliberal restructuring in Latin America and Asia 

(Tait 2005; Fine 2011). Immigrant worker centers (IWCs) help immigrants navigate the US labor 

market and integrate into civic life, their practices informed by anti-immigrant discrimination, 

and increasingly, intersecting class, race, and gender, oppressions (Fine 2005; Tait 2005). Due to 

the blurring between formal and informal work, IWCs assist poor workers covered by labor 

laws, excluded workers, and the unemployed, and are seen as critical to ensuring survival for 

undocumented and day workers (Milkman 2014; Fine 2015; Visser et al 2016).  

 

IWCs employ a mix of flexible and innovative strategies to help their constituents: (1) Providing 

services to members, such as legal aid, English classes, health services etc., has been their main 

task, though the demand for help in recouping wages drove IWCs to greater proactivity toward 

long-term institutional change, through; (2) Advocating on behalf of workers by researching, 

                                                     
11 As deduced from the “service centers” instituted by the United Farm Workers to assist and organize dispersed 
agricultural laborers, and which were important precursors to current worker centers. 
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publicizing abuses, and calling for enforcement of labor standards at local and state levels; and 

(3) Organizing workers in direct economic actions to press a set of demands on a specific 

employer, hiring agency, or industry (Fine 2005; Bernhardt et al. 2009). As IWCs are typically 

small in capacity and membership, community mobilization is vital, and services become a 

means to recruit and nurture workers for advocacy and organizing activities. In IWCs, leadership 

training, democratic participation, and popular education, are remade from Latin American 

practice to empower workers to act on their own behalf in the US context (Fine 2005; Tait 

2005). IWCs help members frame workers’ issues in compelling personal and moral terms, 

raising awareness of illegal employer behaviors, and successfully tapping into official, 

ecclesiastical, and public empathy (Fine 2011). Initially working disparately, IWCs are 

increasingly networking and federating12, mainly around industry or occupation, to extend 

effective local strategies to state and national levels (Fine 2015). This has strengthened and 

emboldened many IWCs, not only to better challenge wage theft and exclusion, but to demand 

higher wages from employers, and to campaign for legislation to raise the minimum wage 

(Milkman 2014; Fine 2015). IWCs and their allies have recovered millions of dollars in due 

wages annually for workers across the USA, instituted an unprecedented worker-driven model 

of social responsibility in Florida’s tomato industry, established a landmark Domestic Workers’ 

Bill of Rights13 in several states, and prompted minimum wage raises in several cities, counties, 

and states, among other key victories (Milkman 2014; CIW 2014; Fine 2015; NDWA n.d.).  

                                                     
12

 Examples of federated networks are: National Day Laborer Organizing Network, National Domestic Workers 

Alliance, National Guestworker Alliance, National Taxi Workers Alliance, and Restaurant Opportunities Center 
United. 
13 To extend basic protections such as written contracts, minimum wages, overtime, leave etc., to nannies, 
housecleaners, and elder care workers, who are excluded from labor and employment laws (NLRB, n.d.) 
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These successes have elicited attacks from business interests, including the US Chamber of 

Commerce, that paint IWCs as fronts for unions, or as unions themselves (due to their direct 

actions vis-a-vis corporations), and therefore subject to similar regulation. Supporters argue 

that IWCs neither demand majority representation at worksites nor bargain collectively with 

employers, and thus are not legally equivalent to unions, but acknowledge that these 

circumstances could change as IWCs and unions increasingly cooperate on addressing labor 

issues (Marculewicz and Thomas 2012; Estlund 2015; Fine 2015). Initially distrustful, IWCs are 

welcoming union support14 to help meet the challenges inherent in their model, which include 

small staffs, small memberships paying low fees (if any), and subsequent dependence on 

foundation funding (Fine 2011). The slow pace of legislative change has also spurred some IWCs 

to explore non-exploitative job creation through worker coops, grounded in shared values of 

participatory democracy, cooperation, education, leadership, worker control, high labor 

standards (Tait 2005, Dastur 2012). Critics assert that this path could detract resources away 

from IWCs’ organizing mission, or point workers towards individual betterment in workplaces 

and away from IWCs’ goal of collective improvement in the wider industry and community 

(Dastur, 2012; Krishna, 2013). Others suggest that as worker coops require scale up to broaden 

their impact, non-coop-creating IWCs could further the process by supporting policy initiatives 

to encourage employee ownership at all legislative levels; by linking worker coops with 

technical assistance providers, other coops and grassroots organizations; and by hiring worker 

coops, or urging other non-profits and anchor institutions to do so (Dastur 2012).  

                                                     
14

 The American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) has partnership 

agreements with the main national worker center networks, and, ironically, has worked with philanthropic 
institutions to establish the Labor Innovation Fund for the Twenty-First Century (LIFT Fund) to provide grants to 
partnerships between unions and worker centers (Fine, 2015). 
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IWCs have gained proficiency in developing institutional infrastructures due to their non-profit 

status (Fine 2011), which augmented by their members’ familiarity with the model from their 

countries of origin make them well suited to forming worker coops (Gute 2009). That most 

IWCs do not is as much due to their lack of technical knowledge concerning the funding, 

founding, and operation, of cooperatives in the USA, as it is to other limited resources (Ji 2012). 

Therefore, IWCs need to look further afield to find applicable models of immigrant worker coop 

development. 

Immigrant Low-Wage Worker Cooperative Initiatives 

Many IWC constituents work in building cleaning, an industry that is rife with systemic issues 

regarding pay, safety, discrimination, and worker alienation, among others. Teaming up as a 

worker coop would better protect workers, and help prevent abuse (Bernhardt et al. 2009; 

Krishna 2013). The industry also requires little capital investment for entry, and workers can be 

trained fairly quickly. In addition, demand for cleaning personnel is increasing, as described in 

Chapter 5: Feasibility Study. These factors make building cleaning one of the fastest growth 

industries among worker coops (Hoover 2012; Krishna 2013). The industry also serves to 

illustrate the variety of ways in which worker coops are formed and operated. As low wage 

immigrant building cleaners usually lack financial resources, expertise, and time, they need 

organizations known as “coop incubators,” to initiate worker coops. Frequently, the incubator 

itself originates the coop and/ or acts as the fiscal agent. Community-based incubators, such as 

worker centers, are crucial as they can help attract local business planners, lawyers, and other 

resources (Dastur 2012; Ji, 2012; Krishna 2013). Illustrative examples of such worker coop 

initiatives are described briefly below, and summarized in Table 3.1. 
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Prospera/WAGES: green cleaning coops 

Formerly Women's Action to Gain Economic Security (WAGES), Prospera is a non-profit worker 

coop developer in California's San Francisco Bay Area, founded in 1995 especially to create 

economic security for low-income immigrant Latina women. It is not a worker center as it does 

not intentionally foster broader social movements. Prospera uses a “top down” approach that 

recruits and trains suitable candidates with the help of expert partners, and provides other 

support during start-up and for a few years thereafter. It has developed five successful green 

cleaning coops, totaling 100 workers and combined annual sales of over $3 million, while 

tripling worker incomes. The coops, such as Emma’s Eco-Clean, operate on a Mondragon-

inspired “traditional” worker-owner model in which members work for the coop, and are 

organized as Limited Liability Companies (LLCs) whose members are the members of the 

cooperative. Over time the coops have hired professional managers, and sought external 

directors for their Boards, which has led to tension regarding diminished decision making power 

among workers. Prospera/WAGES provides the inspiration, if not the model for subsequent 

worker coops in the USA (Dastur 2012; Ji 2012; WAGES 2012; Krishna 2013). 

Workplace Project: UNITY House Cleaning  

Founded in 1992 the Workplace Project is a worker center in Long Island, New York, that 

organizes Latin American immigrant workers to fight exploitation. Its Women’s Committee 

formed UNITY House Cleaning worker coop in 1998 to 1) eliminate the lack of labor standards 

enforcement by employment agencies and 2) to demonstrate a non-exploitative alternative for 

domestic workers. Initially an unincorporated association, UNITY reorganized as an LLC ten 

years later. Coop membership is open several times a year, though potential members must 
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undergo short, but intensive, vocational and business training. UNITY is structured as a 

marketing/referral worker coop in which the business assigns work to an individual member 

who works on his/her own behalf. Clients pay the member, who contributes a percentage back 

to the coop to sustain it (Ji 2012; Krishna 2013; Workplace Project n.d.).  

Brazilian Women’s Group: Vida Verde  

Created in 1995 by group of immigrant Brazilian women, Boston-based Brazilian Women’s 

Group (BWG) is a nonprofit that advocates for and supports development and self-sufficiency in 

the Massachusetts Brazilian community, especially women. In 2006, BWG members who were 

house cleaners launched “Vida Verde” as a worker coop to minimize health and environmental 

problems caused by toxic cleaning materials, as well as to eliminate exploitation. The planning 

process was conducted “bottom up” by the workers themselves who proposed and instigated 

the coop, determining its scope and operational characteristics, with training, support, and 

funding provided by various community organizations. Similar to a Brazilian “women’s 

association” (“cooperativa”), Vida Verde operates on a marketing/referral model, growing from 

10 workers to over 300 by 2012, its success attributed to the independence and autonomy it 

offered the workers, and the partnerships it continued to cultivate (Gute et al., 2009; Ji, 2012; 

Vida Verde n.d.). 

Center for Family Life: Si Si Puede 

Founded by a faith based organization in 1978, the Center for Family Life (CFL) is a social service 

agency providing comprehensive neighborhood-based services in Brooklyn, New York. 

Recognizing that its job placement program was underperforming, CFL launched Si Si Puede! 
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Women’s Cooperative / We can Do It! in 2006 to counteract unemployment among vulnerable 

Latina workers. Influenced by the WAGES and UNITY models, CFL recruited and trained 

community residents, and continued its support and partnership. Si Si Puede! is incorporated as 

a New York State Cooperative Corporation, specifically as a non-profit, non-stock membership 

cooperative, working with a legal organization to draft their own bylaws. Under the 

marketing/referral model, workers pay dues to the day labor organizations within CFL. The 

worker coop has created not only living wage jobs, but also provided social support to isolated 

workers, growing from15 initial members to 65 in 2015, with little turnover (Ji 2012; Krishna 

2013; Si Si Puerde n.d.).  

TeamWorks Development Institute: TeamWorks House Cleaning Cooperative 

Unusually, the Sunnyvale, California-based TeamWorks Development Institute (TWDI) was 

formed as a non-profit in 2016 by TeamWorks House Cleaning Cooperative (TWHCC). TWDI 

partners with workers and community organizations to transform the exploitative building 

cleaning industry by creating strong worker coops, and is influenced by Mondragon’s 

development model. Converted in 2006 from a conventional cleaning business started by one 

of its worker-members in 2004, TWHCC operates as traditional worker coop that is legally 

structured as an LLC, but taxed as a C Corporation, thus enabling it to divert some of its income 

into a long term permanent capital account to fund future growth. TWHCC has grown from four 

to twenty members who manage all aspects of the business, in which they are trained to a 

professional level (Ji 2012; TWDI n.d.).  
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El Centro Humanitario: Green Cleaning for Life  

El Centro Humanitario (El Centro) is a nonprofit worker center founded in 2002 to serve day 

laborers in Denver, Colorado. Workers in El Centro’s Womens’ Program wished to replicate 

WAGES worker coop strategy as a means to secure daily employment and build long term 

income and assets. El Centro helped define the project, recruit and select member-owners, 

provided technical assistance, and found funding for the trainings. Opening in 2010, Green 

Cleaning for Life was set up as an LLC, and operated as a traditional worker coop with the 

manager and other expenses subsidized by El Centro. Initially successful, the worker coop 

became unprofitable, attributed to a lack of adequate training and business expertise, and 

disbanded in 2011. Since then El Centro supports only small informal collective business efforts 

(Ji 2012). 

Cooperation Texas: Dahlia Green Cleaning Services 

Austin-based Cooperation Texas was created in 2009 as a dedicated nonprofit worker coop 

incubator to create more just and dignified jobs, with education, training and technical 

assistance provided through its Cooperative Business Institute. It partnered with a worker 

center to refer interested workers to the program such as the Latina women who went on to 

found Dahlia Green Cleaning Services in 2012. Operating as a traditional worker coop, Dahlia is 

structured as an LLC, with member-workers conducting all aspects of business. Membership is 

open, but potential members must invest in the business, train and work for at least six 

months, and be approved by the current members (Ji 2012; Cooperation Texas n.d.). 

Unfortunately, Cooperation Texas closed its doors in 2016, though Dahlia is still in business. 
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Table 3.1:  Summary of Latino cleaning worker coop Initiatives  

Summary of Latino immigrant building cleaning worker coop Initiatives reviewed  
Incubator 
Name 

Prospera/Wages Workplace 
Project 

Brazilian 
Women’s group 

Center for Family 
Life 

TeamWorks 
Development 
Institute 

El Centro 
Humanitario 

Cooperation 
Texas 

Incubator type Dedicated coop 
incubator 

Worker Center Immigrant/ 
worker Center 

Social service 
agency 

Dedicated coop 
incubator 

Day Worker 
Center 

Dedicated Coop 
incubator 

Location Oakland, CA Hempstead, NY Allston, MA Brooklyn, NY Sunnyvale, CA Denver, CO Austin, TX 
Worker coop 
initiated 

5 cleaning coops. 
Eg. Emma’s Eco 
Clean 

UNITY House 
Cleaning 

Vida Verde Si SI Puerde! We 
Can Do It 

TeamWorks 
House Cleaning 
Cooperative 

Green Cleaning 
for Life 

Dahlia Green 
Cleaning 
Services 

Year founded 1995 1998 2006 2006 2006 2010 2012 
Reason for 
founding 

Lack of economic 
security for low 
income, 
immigrant 
women 

Noncompliance 
with labor 
standards by 
employment 
agencies & to 
demonstrate a 
non-exploitative 
alternative for 
domestic workers 

Adverse health 
outcomes 
associated with 
housecleaning 

Underperformance 
of conventional 
job placement 
program for 
vulnerable Latina 
women 

Exploitation and 
unemployment 
of immigrant 
cleaners & to 
transform 
cleaning 
industry 

Insecure daily 
employment & 
build long term 
income and 
assets for 
contingent 
domestic 
workers 

Lack of S more 
just and 
dignified jobs 

Incubation 
model 

Top down  
(idea from 
incubator) 

Bottom up  
(idea from 
workers) 

Bottom up Top down Transitioned 
from 
conventional 
business 

Bottom up Top down 

Coop model Traditional coop Marketing/referral 
coop 

Marketing/referral 
coop 

Marketing/referral 
coop 

Traditional coop Traditional coop Traditional coop 

Legal form LLC LLC Unincorporated 
Association 

Non-profit, non-
stock membership 
cooperative 
corporation under 
NY Cooperative 
Law  

LLC taxed as C 
corporation 

LLC (defunct) LLC 
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Chapter 4 : Introduction to Case 

This chapter provides background information on labor abuses, and the Latino immigrant 

situation in Central Falls, RI. Fuerza Laboral is also described more fully, as are its external 

relationships and the POWER network, the Cooperative Business Incubator Program, and the 

worker coop formation process prior to launch. 

Labor Abuses in Rhode Island 

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) requires employers to pay covered non-exempt employees 

at least the federal minimum wage and overtime pay for all hours worked over 40 in a work 

week. The nonpayment of legally due wages to their workers, known as “wage theft,” or 

“payroll fraud,” is a violation estimated at billions of dollars annually, and is widespread in the 

USA (Meixell and Eisenberry 2014). Quinn et al. (2013) found similar trends in RI. Focus groups 

reported that low wage workers experienced “shorting” or nonpayment for all hours worked, 

with temporary staffing agencies especially culpable. Furthermore, the US Department of Labor 

responded to claims of unpaid wages filed between 2002 & 2012 in RI by enforcing the FLSA 

and requiring employers to pay over $3 million in back wages. However, many low-wage 

workers, particularly in the construction and cleaning industries, were unable to recover wages 

owed to them, whereas others did not file claims due to fear of retaliation or lack of resources. 

Wage theft is facilitated by the misclassification of employees as “independent contractors,” a 

practice prevalent in the sub-contracting and franchising businesses that most immigrant Latino 

workers in Central Falls work for. Summary dismissal, discrimination, and unsafe working 
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conditions, including sexual harassment, are also rife in these workplaces (Fuerza Laboral. 2016. 

Telephone conversation, December 2).  

Latino Immigrants in Central Falls, Rhode Island  

The most recent American Community Survey in 2015 (US Census n.d.) estimated that 65.1% of 

Central Falls’ 19,378 residents were Latino immigrants, a 7.4% increase since 2010. This did not 

include the approximately 5,000 undocumented immigrants living in the city (Goodman 2015). 

The median household income of $29,108 was well below the $58,902  calculated for the State. 

In 2015, Central Falls had one of the highest unemployment rates in RI, 7.5%, compared to the 

State’s 6.0%, in turn the 10th highest in the USA. Over 33% of the city’s population lived below 

the poverty level compared to less than 15% in the State as a whole (RIDoLT n.d.a; US Census 

n.d.). In this adverse economic climate businesses seek ways to cut labor costs so as to stay 

competitive and fewer resources exist for labor-law enforcement. Hence, affected workers turn 

to IWCs such as Fuerza Laboral, which has annually assisted several hundred, mostly low-

income, first generation Latino immigrants, many of whom are undocumented (Fuerza Laboral. 

2016. Telephone conversation, December 2). 

Fuerza Laboral 

Fuerza Laboral/ The Power of Workers (FL) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit based in Central Falls, RI, 

that identifies itself as “a worker’s rights center that organizes workers in our community to 

end labor exploitation” (Fuerza Laboral n.d.a). Founded in 2006 by a group of immigrant 

workers, FL evolved from the United Workers Commission, itself formed in 1994 as the 

advocacy and organizing arm of Progreso Latino, a service agency assisting Latin American 
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immigrants in Central Falls (Itzigsohn 2009). Similar to other IWCs, FL’s staff is small, consisting 

of an Executive Director, a Community Organizer, and a few volunteers as needed. Dues-paying 

worker-members elect a Board of Directors, recruited annually from its ranks to decide 

organizational strategy and continuity of vision. FL firmly believes that workers who are subject 

to labor abuses are the “best equipped” to solve their problems. It focuses on developing and 

organizing grassroots leaders to confront economic and social injustices by educating and 

training them around their rights. FL also advocates for its constituents by working with state 

and national coalitions, such as the AFL-CIO, for greater impact (Fuerza Laboral n.d.a). FL’s 

activities were initially grouped into four main “campaigns:” Injured Workers Committee, 

Ending Wage Theft, Justice for Immigrants, and Popular Education Program (Fuerza Laboral 

n.d.b). As in other IWC’s, the member-led campaigns facilitate cooperative decision making, 

and prepare workers for action through storytelling and role playing (Fuerza Laboral n.d.a). FL’s 

tactics have enabled workers to claim over $1 million in unpaid wages, and helped institute 

legislation15 that better protects RI workers from wage theft whilst severely punishing labor law 

violators (Araujo 2016). Such progress is slow and fragmentary, so that FL sought a more 

proactive approach toward ending labor abuses, and procuring good jobs for its constituents.  

Cooperative Business Incubator program  

Because FL members were familiar with worker coops from their native countries in Central and 

South America, and the Caribbean, FL Board’s five year strategic plan of 2011 included a fifth 

“campaign,” a Worker-Owned Cooperative Businesses Project, also known as the POWER 

                                                     
15 RI Senate bill 2016-S2475: An Act Relating to Labor and Labor Relations - Minimum Wages, was passed into law 
in August 2016 (https://legiscan.com/RI/bill/S2475/2016 ). 

https://legiscan.com/RI/bill/S2475/2016
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Network Co-op Incubator Program, or more commonly, as the Cooperative Business Incubator 

Program (henceforth CBI Program), to help immigrant workers create worker-owned and 

democratically managed local businesses that eliminate the intermediaries who commit labor 

law violations ( Figure 4.1). The CBI program aims to engage workers in the design and 

development of worker coops through education and training focused on coop structure, 

governance, finance, management, and culture. It also connects these enterprises to each other 

in a network envisioned in the long-term as boosting local economies and overall wellbeing. In 

line with international cooperative principles, particularly those pertaining to “supporting other 

activities”, and “concern for community,” contributions from worker coops are also seen to 

bolster other FL campaigns, thus enhancing its organizational stability and independence 

(Fuerza Laboral n.d.c; Fuerza Laboral. 2016. Telephone conversation, December 2; ICA n.d.d.).  

POWER Network 

As an IWC, FL did not have the capacity or the resources to serve as a worker coop incubator in 

order to realize the project. The Board thus sought out external support and expertise for the 

concept. In 2014 it secured grant funding from Third Sector New England16 to form a multi-

sectoral technical assistance coalition, the POWER (People Owning Wider Economic Resources) 

Network to oversee the CBI program, and serve as an incubator of the worker coops (Fuerza 

Laboral n.d.c; Bautista, Maru. 2016. Telephone conversation, December 2). Coordinated and led 

by FL, the coalition, whose profile has changed slightly since inception, includes the following 

actors:  

                                                     
16 A Boston based grant maker aiming to strengthen community-based organizations for greater impact 
(http://tsne.org/about-us ) 

http://tsne.org/about-us
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City of Central Falls, RI 

The Mayor is particularly enthusiastic about innovative projects that align with the goals of the 

city’s Dept. of Economic Development. The City connects FL to relevant organizations, including 

potential funders, and provides supplementary services, such as help with event promotion. In 

addition, it supplies community space for the worker coops as a whole, and has leased a 

functional office to FL in city hall for this purpose (Arboleda, Wilder. 2016. Telephone 

conversation, November 30).  

Center for Family Life (CFL), New York City 

A social service organization (see Chapter 3), CFL launched a Co-operative Development 

Initiative in 2013, later extending its experience with successful worker coop incubation to 

other immigrant communities beyond its local sphere of activity. CFL was asked by FL to be co-

developer and key technical assistance provider for its project. As well as co-facilitating and 

training coop members, CFL’s role is to explain what an incubator is and what it does, to 

partners in the POWER Network (Bautista, Maru. 2016. Telephone conversation, December 2). 

Navigant Credit Union, RI  

Established in 1915 by French Canadian immigrants in Central Falls, Navigant is RI's first credit 

union, and with 15 branches in the state, plus over $1.5 billion in assets, it is also one of the 

largest and strongest. It is committed to the financial well-being of their members, and the 

families, businesses and communities where they serve. Navigant provides advice and technical 

assistance on financial matters, such as financial statements and products, to the POWER 
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Network and the coops, as well as providing community space for networking, workshops and 

meetings (Cano, Sandra. 2016. Telephone conversation, December 9). 

Roger Williams University (RWU), RI  

A private liberal arts college founded in 1956, RWU has the only law school in RI. In 2013 RWU 

Law initiated a Community Economic Development Clinic (CEDC) to offer free transactional 

legal, research, and policy services, via supervised senior law students, to nonprofits and small 

businesses in RI. CEDC provided legal consultation on coop business models and licenses to the 

POWER Network. Due to structural change at CEDC, whereby it was transformed into the 

Business Start-Up Clinic of RWU Law, its role in the POWER Network was superseded by the 

RISBDC (Fuerza Laboral. 2016. Telephone conversation, December 2). 

Rhode Island Small Business Development Center (RISBDC) 

Based in the University of Rhode Island, and in cooperation with the US Small Business 

Administration and others, RISBDC assists RI entrepreneurs to start, grow, and maintain their 

businesses by providing comprehensive training programs, workshops, and free personal 

business counseling. As a POWER Network partner, RISBDC advises potential coop members on 

post-feasibility study business planning and legal matters (Batlle, Manuel. 2016. Telephone 

conversation, December 6). 

Initiating a Worker-Coop 

In 2014, POWER Network launched a community survey, designed by RWU CEDC and 

performed by Center for Family & Student Support in Central Falls, to identify the work-related 

needs of FL’s constituents (Martinez, Patricia. 2016. Telephone conversation, December 8). 
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Results indicated that a third of the 250 respondents were unemployed, while the remainder 

worked for companies, or for temporary staffing (temp) agencies. Hence, an initial feasibility 

study targeted a temp agency as a promising worker coop model that would provide 

unemployed and underemployed workers with skills training and social support, as well as job 

placement. However, as the respondents’ work experience was predominantly in building 

cleaning, a worker coop in that industry was preferred by the FL membership. Low barriers to 

entry regarding education and investment, make cleaning the first job that many low wage 

immigrants can obtain on arrival in Central Falls. POWER Network began to recruit and train 

potential worker-members from the community in 2015 (Fuerza Laboral. 2016. Telephone 

conversation, December 2). As they did not as yet possess the necessary research and language 

skills, I was enlisted to conduct a feasibility study, which is set out in the next chapter.  
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Figure 4.1: Fuerza Laboral, partners, the CBI Program and cooperative network 
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Chapter 5 : Feasibility Study 

This feasibility study was researched and prepared for Fuerza Laboral between October and 

December 2015, and revised to include commercial cleaning as well as further financial 

information in April 2016. 

Summary  

The present study was conducted on behalf of Fuerza Laboral to research the potential for a 

cleaning cooperative in response to the needs of low income immigrant Latino workers in 

Central Falls, Rhode Island (RI). Labor issues, such as wage theft, and unsafe work conditions 

are pervasive in the cleaning industry. A cooperative enterprise offering cleaning services would 

provide living wage, safe and stable employment, as well as opportunities for educational and 

occupational training.  

 

The path to a successful cleaning cooperative enterprise is hampered by an intensely 

competitive labor market saturating the customer segment most likely to use its services.  

The main findings of the study are presented below: 

 Nationally, the Building Cleaning industry reached $52.1 billion in revenue in 2014, and 

employed around 3 million cleaners. Recovering from the recent economic downturn, 

revenue is slated to grow 2.1% annually to 2019, with employment increasing 12-13% 

from 2012 to 2022, at the average rate for all occupations.  

 Industry growth is fueled mainly by the commercial sector due to outsourcing by the 

education, health and medical sectors. Growth is anticipated in the residential cleaning 
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market due to increased construction industry activity, decreased general 

unemployment, and the entry of millennials.  

 The cleaning sector is dominated by large companies servicing other large companies 

and institutions. Opportunities for small cleaning enterprises reside in the niche 

markets, as well as in residential, small business, and specialty cleaning segments. 

 Cleaning industry employment is segmented into janitorial cleaners and maids/ 

housecleaners. In 2014, RI had 6,910 janitors and cleaners and 2,700 maids and 

housekeeping cleaners. The US Census appears to use the maids/cleaners category for 

statistics on cleaning businesses. 

 Companies face robust price-based competition because barriers to entry into this 

labor-intensive industry total are low, which also contributes to labor abuses.  

 The mean wage for janitorial cleaners in RI is $13.78 an hour and that for 

maids/housekeeping cleaners is $12.35 an hour, significantly higher than nationally. The 

Latino immigrant community reports wages of $0 – 10 per hour.  

 RI has about 233 incorporated cleaning establishments employing about 2,700 persons, 

as well as roughly 1800 unincorporated self-employed cleaners. Most cleaning firms are 

small, 61% employing 1 - 4 people, and 15% with 5 – 10. Two thirds of establishments 

are based in Providence County. This appears to reflect only residential cleaning 

employment and does not take into account undocumented workers, who might also be 

a likely source of competition. 
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Residential cleaning 

 Pricing for residential cleaning services in RI varies significantly, from $20 to $35 per 

hour, self-employed cleaners offering the lowest, and national franchises the highest. 

Prices are calculated mainly on cleaning time and frequency, and depend on square 

footage, number and condition of rooms, as well as on presence of pets. Estimates 

without house viewings are rare. 

 Nationally, the typical residential customer or “target client” is an older, dual income 

household with an annual median income of $75,000, which regularly uses cleaning 

services, usually bi-weekly (once every two weeks). As the cost of living in RI is 22.3% 

higher than the national average, the target income would be around $100,000.  

 One cleaner requires 20 regular bi-weekly residential clients to maintain full time 

employment at 4 hours per job and 40 hours per week. A cooperative of 6 people would 

require a total of 120 regular clients for full time work. 

 The current RI labor force has enough cleaning capacity to saturate the target 

residential market in the state. Expanding the catchment area to adjacent counties of 

Massachusetts (MA) will not suffice, as the cleaning capacity of the combined workforce 

also saturates this greater target population. 

 A new residential cleaning enterprise may need to tap into the 8% - 12% of all RI – MA 

County (Bristol, Norfolk, Worcester) populace using cleaning services, including regular, 

irregular, and one time customers. Potential members-workers may also need to 

transfer their current clientele to the cooperative. 
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 A residential cleaning cooperative could also service small businesses (less than 2,500 

square feet) without investing heavily in equipment, though insurance and other criteria 

are important. Pricing would be based on cleaning time, as for residential customers.  

Commercial Cleaning 

 Pricing estimates for commercial cleaning services in RI ranged from $45 to $85 per day 

for daily cleaning, self-employed cleaners being the cheapest. Prices are calculated on 

cleaning time and frequency, and depend on square footage, floor material, number 

and condition of bathrooms and kitchens, and occupancy. Estimating requires appraisal 

of premises. 

 The most consistent commercial market for a fledgling RI cleaning enterprise comprises 

corporate entities with 10 or more employees in premises of 5,000 to 50,000 square 

feet.  

 A cleaner would require just 2 clients serviced 5 times a week, 10 clients weekly, or 40 

clients once a month/one time, in order to ensure full time work, and half that number 

part time. A cooperative of 5 members would need 10 clients serviced 5 days a week full 

time or 10 part-time to sustain itself. 

 The current cleaning capacity of RI workers saturates the target client market if less than 

65% of the clientele uses cleaning services 5 times a week, allowing a potential cleaning 

cooperative of 5 members to operate at full time, or comfortably part time. Expanding 

into adjacent MA counties faces tougher competition, though may be possible in future. 
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 Office spaces are the easiest to clean, with over 70% of cleaning companies servicing 

them. Industrial spaces are the most complicated. The cooperative might explore niche 

business segments, such as information technology, engineering, or the non-profit 

sector. Specialty services such as restrooms, or disaster-restoration, as well as some 

residential work might also be options. 

Conclusions 

 Though this report analyses both residential and commercial cleaning sectors, it leaves 

the final decision on the cooperative’s main focus to the potential worker-owners. The 

study indicates that a commercial cleaning enterprise might be the most attractive 

option, based on target markets, opportunity, and experience of interested members. 

However, there are other issues such as costs of supplies and equipment, insurance, and 

bidding procedures that might be obstacles to a fledgling enterprise. 

 Initially, operating in both cleaning sectors might be a reasonable option. 

 The most appropriate enterprise form for the cooperative would be a limited liability 

company where customers pay the cooperative, which then distributes surplus to 

member-owners according to hours worked. 

 Under current conditions, the cooperative would function most efficiently with the 

equivalent of 5 members or fewer. 

 Given the current market, the cleaning cooperative has the option 1) to grow gradually, 

a few members at a time, to establish a reputation to gain customers; or 2) to conduct 

an aggressive marketing campaign at the start, stressing professionalism, quality, and 
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trustworthiness, to attract residential customers. Fuerza Laboral and partners could 

help with referrals and networking to attract customers. 

 Initial financial analysis indicates that a cleaning cooperative that grows gradually from 2 

to 8 full time cleaners, charging $30 per hour for services and distributing $15 per hour 

to workers will need capitalization in the first two years. If operating costs do not 

include a hired manager, or large insurance and debt obligations, the enterprise might 

possibly break even in the third year. 
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Definitions 

The terminology of the cleaning industry and associated statistics can be confusing. The 

following list of definitions may assist in clarification:  

Janitors/Cleaners and Maids/ Cleaners Occupation: 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) differentiates between Janitors and Cleaners, and Maids 

and Housekeeping Cleaners, classifying them separately under occupation codes 37-2011 and 

37-2012 respectively:  

 37-2011 Janitors and Cleaners, Except Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners: Keep 

buildings in clean and orderly condition. Perform heavy cleaning duties, such as cleaning 

floors, shampooing rugs, washing walls and glass, and removing rubbish. Duties may 

include tending furnace and boiler, performing routine maintenance activities, notifying 

management of need for repairs, and cleaning snow or debris from sidewalk (USBLS 

n.d.a.). 

 37-2012 Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners: Perform any combination of light cleaning 

duties to maintain private households or commercial establishments, such as hotels and 

hospitals, in a clean and orderly manner. Duties may include making beds, replenishing 

linens, cleaning rooms and halls, and vacuuming (USBLS n.d.b.). 

 

Though the duties listed in both classifications appear similar, janitors/cleaners may have more 

building upkeep duties and outside work than maids/housekeeping cleaners. For instance, in a 

large building or complex, janitors may care for common outdoor and indoor areas, while 
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maids/cleaners may work for individual offices or private apartments. Interestingly, janitors are 

seen as doing “heavy duty” and outdoor tasks associated with men, while maids perform 

indoor work traditionally associated with women. Hence janitors/cleaners are generally paid 

higher wages than maids/cleaners (Stearns 2012). 

Janitorial Services Industry: 

However, the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) used by Federal agencies, 

such as the US Census Bureau, to identify business establishments, does not distinguish 

between janitorial and maid service businesses and combines all indoor cleaning enterprises 

into a single Janitorial Services industry (code 56172 or 561720) comprised of “establishments 

primarily engaged in cleaning building interiors, interiors of transportation equipment, and/or 

windows”. Cleaning building exteriors and similar outdoor service businesses are classified 

separately (US Census n.d.b.). 

 

The Small Business Development Center uses the NAICS code 56172 Janitorial Services to 

designate a building cleaning industry in its small business reports, associating maid services 

with the residential sector, and janitorial duties with the commercial sector (Byers n.d.). 

Confusingly, US Census/NAICS data on janitorial service establishments uses employment data 

associated with the BLS Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners occupational category to represent 

the whole Janitorial Services business sector (compare RI employment numbers in Table 5.1 

and Table 5.2). 
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Establishment: 

The US Census Bureau defines an establishment as a single physical location at which business 

is conducted, classified according to its major activity. One or more establishments may form a 

company or enterprise. Establishment counts represent the number of locations with paid 

employees any time during the year (US Census 2015). The following establishment type or 

Legal Forms of Organization, derived from administrative records data sources, are recognized: 

 

 Corporation - An incorporated business that is granted a charter recognizing it as a 

separate legal entity having its own privileges, and liabilities distinct from those of its 

members. 

 S-Corporation - A form of corporation where the entity does not pay any federal income 

taxes. The corporation's income or losses are divided among and passed to its 

shareholders. The shareholders must then report the income or loss on their own 

individual income tax returns. 

 Sole Proprietorships - An unincorporated business with a sole owner. 

 Partnership - An unincorporated business where two or more persons join to carry on a 

trade or business with each having a shared financial interest in the business. 

 Non-profit - An organization that does not distribute surplus funds to its owners or 

shareholders, but instead uses surplus funds to help pursue its goals. Most non-profit 

organizations are exempt from income taxes. 
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A. Introduction 

The present study was conducted on behalf of Fuerza Laboral to research the possibility of 

founding a cleaning cooperative in response to the needs of low income immigrant Latino 

workers in Central Falls, Rhode Island (RI).  

 

The failure to pay low wage workers what they are legally entitled to is termed “wage theft” or 

“payroll fraud,” and is widespread in the USA (Meixell and Eisenberry 2014). Most low-income 

immigrant Latino workers in Central Falls labor for subcontractors or franchises where not only 

wage theft, but summary dismissal, gender discrimination, and unsafe working conditions, 

including sexual harassment and abuse, are rampant (Fuerza Laboral n.d.d.). Though Fuerza 

Laboral’s other labor-organizing programs have successfully pressured government to improve 

worker protection laws or have litigated against law-breaking employers, these actions alone 

were seen to be insufficient to end labor abuses.  

 

In 2014, Fuerza Laboral and a team of public, private, and nonprofit, partners
17 created the 

POWER network to redress these wage and workplace-related issues by instituting Latino 

immigrant enterprises that are worker-owned and democratically managed so that pay and 

working conditions can be equitably controlled, and the subcontractor or franchise middleman 

can be eliminated. A survey of the Latino community suggested that the majority would prefer 

the first worker cooperative venture to be based on the building cleaning industry.  

                                                     
17

 Partners include Navigant Credit Union, providing financial counsel and services; the Community Economic 
Development Clinic of Roger Williams University, providing legal consultation; the City of Central Falls, providing 
infrastructural support; and the Center for Family Life in Sunset Park, an experienced incubator for worker 
cooperatives that will provide technical assistance after coop start-up. 
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This report examines the conditions faced by a potential building cleaning cooperative 

operating out of Central Falls, RI. Following brief overviews of the industry in the USA and in RI, 

it successively explores the residential and commercial cleaning sectors in the state and in the 

Providence Metro area, to identify challenges and opportunities proffered. The study also looks 

at existing cleaning cooperatives and associated literature18 to explore operational options and 

legal configurations for a future cooperative.  

B. Building Cleaning Services Industry 

The building cleaning industry has two sectors: residential cleaning, comprised of households, 

and commercial cleaning, consisting of commercial, industrial, educational, medical, and 

government entities. Nationally, the commercial sector, which contracts out its cleaning needs, 

is the main market for the building cleaning industry (which includes Janitorial Services and 

carpet cleaning). Though the recent financial crisis and subsequent rise in office vacancies 

reduced demand from these clients, the industry has recovered and grown steadily since 2010, 

with revenues reaching $52.1 billion in 2014. Improving economic conditions are expected to 

further increase demand, with revenues projected to grow at an annual rate of 2.1% to $57.7 

billion in 2019. This increase is attributed to outsourcing by the education, health and medical 

sectors (SBDCN 2015). In addition, anticipated growth in the construction sector, reductions in 

unemployment, and the entry of millennials (those who reached adulthood around year 2000) 

are expected to double the residential cleaning market. Many residential cleaning services 

                                                     
18

 Cooperatives studied in the context of residential and commercial cleaning: Dahlia Green Cleaning Services 
(Austin, TX), TeamWorks House Cleaning Cooperative (Sunnyvale, CA), Vida Verde (Boston, MA), Prospera/WAGES 
Cooperatives (CA), Si Se Puerde Women’s Cooperative/ We Can Do it! (New York, NY).  
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consider their typical client to be two-income, professional, over 40 years of age, or older adult 

households, with over $75,000 in annual income (Stewart 2014; SBDCN 2015). 

 

In 2015 there were approximately 55,000 building cleaning companies in the US, with 30% of 

revenues generated by the 50 largest companies. While these establishments have multiple 

locations and thus have an advantage over smaller, more local companies, the latter are better 

positioned to garner small business and residential customers. Companies face robust price-

based competition because barriers to entry into this labor-intensive industry total are low 

(SBDCN 2015). Recently technology-based Virtual Maid Services are seen to compete with 

traditional location-based cleaning services, which may need to increase worker training, 

bundle services such as green cleaning, and promote health-based marketing to recruit 

customers (Cleaning Business 2013; Stewart 2014).  

 

The industry employs over 2 million Janitors and Cleaners (BLS code 37-2011), and about 1 

million Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners (BLS code 37-2012). The mean hourly wage for 

Janitors and Cleaners is $12.24 and that for Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners is $10.82, while 

the mean annual salaries are $25,460 and $22,500 respectively (USBLS n.d.c.). Employment in 

this sector is expected to grow at about the average rate for all occupations between 2012 and 

2022: 12% for Janitors and Cleaners, and 13% for Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners (Table 5.1). 

This increase is expected to come from the health care industry, greater outsourcing of cleaning 

tasks from other sectors, and from the retirement of “baby boomers” in the next decade 

(USBLS n.d.d., n.d.e.). 
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C. Building Cleaning Industry in Rhode Island and Providence Metro Region 

Market 

Residential 

As shown above, the typical market for residential cleaning comprises high and dual-income, or 

more mature households. In RI, 15-23% of households make over $100,000 per year. A deeper 

analysis will be performed in section 4 below. 

Commercial 

According to industry experts, the most reliable commercial market for a small cleaning 

company in RI consists of corporate entities with 10 or more employees, working in facilities of 

5,000 to 50,000 or more square feet. There are about 10,000 such establishments in Rhode 

Island (Washington, 2015; US Census 2015), as discussed in section E.  

Employment and wages 

In May 2014, RI employed an estimated 6,910 janitors and cleaners, and 2,700 maids and 

housekeeping cleaners. The Providence Metro area, a metropolitan statistical area comprising 

Providence-Fall River-Warwick, RI-MA, employed 7,830 janitors and cleaners, and 3,020 maids 

and housekeeping cleaners  (USBLS n.d.f.). In the same time period, the hourly mean wage in 

the Providence Metro Area for janitors/cleaners was $13.84, and for maids/housekeeping 

cleaners $12.18. Whereas these wages were not significantly different from RI as a whole 

($13.78 and 12.35 respectively), they were about 12.5-13% higher than the National mean 

wage of $12.24 and $10.82 respectively (Table 5.1). However, Fuerza Laboral members who 
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work for large cleaning companies have reported wages in the commercial sector of $9.00 per 

hour (corresponding to the State’s 2015 minimum wage (RIDLT n.d.b.) and up to $10 per hour 

for work in Massachusetts (MA), as well as $19 per hour for part time cleaning a casino. Home 

owners tend to pay around $20 per hour (Fuerza Laboral. 2015. Personal communication, 

November 11).  

Company numbers and size 

According to the latest US Census business data available (2013), there were a total of 233 

janitorial service establishments (NAICS code 56720) in the state employing 2,666 workers19 

(Table 5.2) in RI. Approximately two-thirds (154) of these establishments are based in 

Providence county and employed 2,197 people or 82% of the total paid RI janitorial workforce 

(Figure 5.1). Most RI janitorial establishments are small, with 61% employing fewer than 5 

people, and 15% having 5 to 10 paid workers. There are 10 establishments with over 50 paid 

employees, including one Providence-based company with more than 250 workers (Figure 5.2). 

The largest sector (70%) of all RI janitorial establishments is made up of 1,863 small business 

corporations (S-corporations), with sole proprietorships and partnerships (7% and 6%) being in 

the minority. 

Company types 

The building cleaning industry in the Providence - Fall River Metro area is mature, with many 

well established companies of varying sizes. Because of low barriers to entry, both commercial 

and residential cleaning businesses face intense price-based competition.  

                                                     
19 This figure appears to refer to BLS classification 37-2012 Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners only. 
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The largest segment of the competition comprises independent self-employed cleaners, who 

work for their own unincorporated business, of which 29% are Hispanic-owned (US Census 

2013). They typically work within a limited geographical area, do not advertise widely, and offer 

the lowest prices. However, these official statistics do not include undocumented cleaners.  

 

The next largest segment is made up of incorporated independent cleaning firms, ranging from 

small one person enterprises to large companies with many employees. Some are family owned 

and well established. Smaller companies may advertise on social media such as Facebook, while 

bigger firms offer detailed services on their websites, and operate over a large area, some 

providing company vehicles and uniforms for work. They increasingly emphasize the legal and 

insurance status of employees, as well as the quality of work. Their prices are generally higher 

than unincorporated cleaner rates, but can be 30% lower than that franchises offer (Life Maid 

Simple n.d.). These enterprises comprise the largest competition a potential cooperative faces.  

 

Several franchises operate in RI and the Providence Metro region. Operating areas for 

Franchisees are zip-code based. Franchise workers are invariably licensed, insured and bonded, 

work in teams, and are usually uniformed and drive company vehicles to bring company 

equipment and cleaning supplies.  

Area of operations 

Most cleaning establishments appear to operate in the Providence Metro Area, covering 

Providence and Warwick in RI, as well as parts of MA. Some companies encompass the whole 
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State of RI, as well as southern MA20. This report considers a catchment area that includes the 

state of RI and the three adjacent MA counties of Bristol, Norfolk and Worcester as the extent 

of operations. 

  

                                                     
20 Info from various company websites. 
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Figure 5.1: Janitorial services Rhode Island: Total employees  

 
Total employees per county, and as percentage of total RI 
Source: See Table 5.2. US Census, 2013 County Business Patterns: NAICS code 561720 Janitorial Services. 

 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Janitorial services Rhode Island: Number of establishments. 

 
Number of establishments sized re number of paid employees, per county, and as percentage of total  
Source: See table 5.2. US Census, 2013 County Business Patterns: NAICS code 561720 Janitorial Services.  
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Table 5.1: Occupational employment and wage estimates: Cleaning workers, USA, Rhode Island, and Providence Metro Area (May 2014) 

Level 
Occupation 

code 
Occupation title  Employment 

Employment 
per 1,000 jobs 

Median 
hourly wage 

Mean hourly 
wage 

Annual mean 
wage 

National 37-2011 

Janitors and Cleaners, Except 
Maids and Housekeeping 

Cleaners  

2,137,730 15.82 $10.98  $12.24  $25,460  

National 37-2012 
Maids and Housekeeping 

Cleaners  

929,540 6.879 $9.67  $10.82  $22,500  

Rhode 
Island 

37-2011 

Janitors and Cleaners, Except 
Maids and Housekeeping 

Cleaners  

6,910 14.89 $12.66  $13.78  $28,650  

Rhode 
Island 

37-2012 
Maids and Housekeeping 

Cleaners  

2,720 5.853 $11.80  $12.35  $25,680  

Providence 
Metro 

37-2011 

Janitors and Cleaners, Except 
Maids and Housekeeping 

Cleaners  

7,830 14.192 $12.95  $13.84  $28,800  

Providence 
Metro 

37-2012 
Maids and Housekeeping 

Cleaners  

3,020 5.47 $11.67  $12.18  $25,340  

 

Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics, May 2014 State Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates. 

  

http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372011.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372011.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372011.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372012.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372012.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372011.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372011.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372011.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372012.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372012.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372011.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372011.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372011.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372012.htm
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes372012.htm
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Table 5.2: Number of Rhode Island cleaning establishments, employees, and size (2013) 
      

Number of Establishments according to number of 
Employees 

C
o

d
e

 

Area Name 

Paid 
employees 
(number)* 

First-
quarter 
payroll 
($1,000) 

Annual 
payroll 
($1,000)
*** 

Total 
Establish
ments '1-4' '5-9' 

'10-
19' 

'20-
49' 

'50-
99' 

'100-
249' 

'250-
499' 

'500-
999' 

1 
Bristol 
County, RI (72**) 244 1109 8 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3 
Kent 
County, RI  220 1243 5396 26 14 3 6 2 1 0 0 0 

5 
Newport 
County, RI 82 331 1527 16 12 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 

7 
Providence 
County, RI  2197 9844 41697 154 91 22 18 14 4 4 1 0 

9 
Washington 
County, RI  95 328 1805 29 20 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Rhode 
Island 

2666 11990 51534 233 141 36 27 19 5 4 1 0 

 
Source: US Census, 2013 County Business Patterns: NAICS code 561720 Janitorial Services. 
 
* Equivalent to BLS Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners 
** 72 = total for RI – total for counties excluding Bristol. 
*** for pay period including March 12 
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D. Residential Cleaning 

Estimating client number 

Estimating number of clients per worker 

Table 5.3: Clients per worker 

According to survey responses from potential cooperative 

members, as well as from industry sources, the average worker 

can typically complete 2 cleaning jobs (client visits) per day. As 

the average residential customer utilizing cleaning services uses 

a cleaner every other week (biweekly), one worker will need 20 regular customers to maintain a 

full time schedule of 5 days per week (Christian 2015) (Table 5.3).  

Estimating number of clients for cooperative size 

Table 5.4: Clients per coop size 

Using the worker-client estimate above, a 

cleaning cooperative of 5 members is estimated 

to require 5 x 20 or 100 regular clients to ensure 

full time (FT) work for all, while an enterprise of 

10 members will require 10 x 20 or 200 clients 

and so on. Part-time (PT) work of 20 hours a week would then require half the number of 

clients (Table 5.4).  

Estimating residential market share 

Industry sources have ascertained that 8 to 12% of all US households use a residential cleaning 

service, with the typical customer having an annual household income $75,000 or more. Of this 

Clients per worker  

Number of workers 1 

Client visits per day 2 

Days per week 5 

Regularity (weeks) 2 

Number of clients  20 

Coop size  
(members) 

Clients 
needed (FT 

Clients 
needed (PT) 

2 40 20 
4 80 40 
5 100 50 
6 120 60 
8 160 80 

10 200 100 
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income subset, 15% on average use a residential cleaning service on a regular basis and would 

comprise the typical “target” households or clientele (ACI 2008; Stewart 2014: Christian 2015). 

Because the cost of living in the Providence-Fall River RI-MA Metro region is 22.30% higher than 

the US average, the household income of target clients in this area would compute to $91,725 

or more (Sperling n.d.). By raising this threshold to $100,000 a year, the number of total target 

clients can be underestimated to give a more conservative estimate of the residential cleaning 

market.  

 

The proposed cleaning cooperative is based in Central Falls, RI. Communities with higher 

income households that are close to Central Falls are few and far between (Figure 5.3), so that 

the cooperative may have to reach out to a relatively large area to find sufficient target clients 

for successful operation. Surveys of potential cooperative members indicate daily one way 

travel times of 10 minutes to 1 hour. Servicing multiple clients in one area can shorten travel 

times between jobs and increase efficiency. Furthermore, price rates can be set according to 

prescribed distances, a procedure employed by some companies.  
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Figure 5.3: Median incomes of households around Central Falls, RI 

 
 
RI = Star. Darker areas correspond to higher median incomes. 
Source: US Census, American Community Survey 2014, 5-Year Estimates 

 
Table 5.5: Target clients in 20 miles 

Target cities and towns within 20 minutes of Central Falls in 

Providence County include Lincoln, Cumberland, Providence 

and Cranston, and would yield a cumulative target clientele 

of 3,592 households, indicating that a cleaning cooperative of 

5 members would require just below 3% of the target market 

In 20 miles in 
Providence Co. 

House 
holds 

Target clients 3,592 

Market Share 
 

1% 36 

2% 72 

2.76% 100 

5% 180 

10% 759 
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for regular work. A cooperative of up to 20 members would need to capture over 5% to sustain 

itself (Table 5.5), which would be very difficult given the competition from other companies 

(see below).  

 

More target households reside in adjacent RI counties as well as in the MA counties of Bristol, 

Norfolk, and Worcester. Table 5.6 provides a list of cities and towns according to increasing 

driving distance (in minutes) from Central Falls, with total and target households numbers, and 

potential clients, as well as the potential market shares required by a cooperative of 5 or of 10 

members. It shows that by expanding the client base to communities about 50 minutes from 

Central Falls, a cooperative of 5 or 10 members could sustain itself on a market share of 0.06% 

to 1.2% respectively, a scenario with a greater chance of success than a more restricted range 

of operation. Transportation is thus key to the ability of potential cooperative members to 

move from job to job and remain competitive in the market. Potential cooperative members 

indicated a willingness to travel an hour for a visit that paid well, for instance, $500 (Fuerza 

Laboral 2015, Personal communication, November 11). The most used mode of travel reported 

was a private vehicle - perhaps the best option for a small enterprise. A round trip of 50 

minutes each way would cost the cooperative about $51 at the Standard Mileage Rate of $0.54 

per mile (USIRS 2015). However, the actual market share that the cooperative can capture 

depends on competition from other cleaning companies.  
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Table 5.6: Target communities with market shares required by a coop of 5 or 10 members 

 
   

*Households 
market share 
required by coop 

Driving 
distance 

from 
Central 

Falls 
(minutes) 

City or Town Zip code 
State and 

County 
Total 
HH* 

Total HH 
in target 

group 
(>100K) 

Total 
potential 

clients 
(15% of 

total HH) 

5 
member 

coop 
(100 

clients) 

10 
member 

coop 
(200 

clients) 

 All   320,376 110,802 16,620 0.60% 1.20% 

0 Central falls 02863 RI Providence 6,415 475 71 140.44% 280.87% 

10 Lincoln 02865 RI Providence 8,187 2,767 415 24.09% 48.18% 

15 Cumberland 02864 RI Providence 13,553 4,432 665 15.04% 30.09% 

15 Providence 02906 RI Providence 60,963 9,083 1,363 7.34% 14.68% 

17 N Attleborough 02760 MA Bristol 10,302 3,997 600 16.68% 33.36% 

21 Cranston 02921 RI Providence 30,536 7,665 1,150 8.70% 17.40% 

22 Foxborough 02035 MA Norfolk 10,992 5,584 838 11.94% 23.88% 

23 Plainville 02762 MA Norfolk 3,391 1,472 221 45.30% 90.60% 

23 Smithfield 02917 RI Providence 7,204 2,240 336 29.76% 59.51% 

25 Norton 02766 MA Bristol 6,290 2,610 392 25.54% 51.08% 

25 Wrentham 02093 MA Norfolk 3,904 1,940 291 34.36% 68.72% 

26 Barrington 02806 RI Bristol 6,068 3,167 475 21.05% 42.09% 

28 Rehoboth 02769 MA Bristol 3,967 1,690 253 39.45% 78.90% 

28 Sharon 02067 MA Norfolk 6,333 3,863 579 17.26% 34.51% 

29 Franklin 02038 MA Norfolk 10,992 5,584 838 11.94% 23.88% 

30 Easton 02334 MA Bristol 7,608 3,713 557 17.96% 35.91% 

30 Uxbridge 01569 MA Worcester 4,752 1,720 258 38.75% 77.51% 

30 East Greenwich 02818 RI Kent 5,018 2,424 364 27.51% 55.01% 

31 Norfolk 02056 MA Norfolk 3,186 2,042 306 32.64% 65.29% 

32 Mansfield 02048 MA Bristol 8,223 3,881 582 17.18% 34.35% 

34 Exeter 02822 RI Washington 2,390 985 148 67.70% 135.41% 

37 Medway 02053 MA Norfolk 4,530 6,392 959 10.43% 20.86% 

38 Glocester 02814 RI Providence 3,599 1,382 207 48.24% 96.48% 

38 N Kingstown 02852 RI Washington 10,294 4,138 621 16.11% 32.22% 

39 Medfield 02052 MA Norfolk 4,106 2,730 410 24.42% 48.83% 

40 Raynham 02767 MA Bristol 4,773 1,919 288 34.74% 69.49% 

40 Douglas  01516 MA Worcester 3,101 1,302 195 51.19% 102.37% 

41 Sutton 01590 MA Worcester 3,104 1,797 270 37.09% 74.19% 

44 Warwick 02886 RI Kent 35,156 9,035 1,355 7.38% 14.76% 

45 Richmond 02812 RI Washington 2,746 1,200 180 55.56% 111.11% 

46 Jamestown 02835 RI Newport 2,438 1,178 177 56.61% 113.23% 

46 Narragansett 02882 RI Washington 7,004 2,290 344 29.11% 58.22% 

47 Milford 01757 MA Worcester 10,706 3,522 528 18.93% 37.85% 

53 Bristol 02809 RI Bristol 8,545 2,581 387 25.83% 51.67% 
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Estimating competition in residential market 

As described in section 3, a new residential cleaning business in the Providence - Fall River 

Metro area faces stiff price-based competition, primarily from many incorporated independent 

cleaning enterprises of varying sizes, offering higher prices than unincorporated cleaners, but 

lower than franchises (Life Maid Simple n.d.). 

 

Categorized in the US Census (2002) under “Products and Services Code: 38424 Residential 

Cleaning Services”, establishments offering house cleaning made up 35.8% of all NAICS code 

561720 Janitorial Services companies in RI in 2002 (the most recent data), while the equivalent 

for MA was lower at 18.5%. In 2012, RI had about 1,800 self-employed independent cleaners 

whereas MA counted 11, 262 (US Census 2013). 

Table 5.7: Competitor client service capacity in RI 

As previously stated, RI has 

approximately 233 cleaning 

establishments under NAICS code 

561720. If 35.8% of these are 

residential services, and if no net 

growth occurred due to the recent 

recession, RI would have 90 residential cleaning companies, with an estimated 1,192 

employees, as well as about 1,800 self-employed cleaners. The latter are assumed to work less 

as they may have difficulty acquiring clients (Table 5.7). 

 

 
Cleaning 

Companies 
Independent 

Cleaner* 
Total 

Estimated Employees 1,192 1,800 2,992 

Cleanings per worker 
per day 

2 1.5 
 

Cleanings per worker 
per week 10 7.5  

average cleaning 
regularity per client 

biweekly biweekly 

 Clients per worker 20 15 

 Total clients 23,843 27,000 50,843 
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In this scenario, company and self-employed cleaners have a combined capacity to service 

approximately 50,000 clients, thus saturating the target client market, but making a 2.64% 

market share, or 1,377 clients, available if 12.75% of all households were to use a cleaning 

service (compare Table 5.8 and Table 5.9). It must be stressed that these clients might not use a 

cleaning service regularly and therefore may not be a source of steady income for cooperative 

workers. Market share might increase if potential members transferred their current residential 

customers to the cooperative, or if fewer self-employed cleaners worked residentially. 

 

Table 5.8: Market saturation of target households ($100K income) in Rhode Island 

Percentage of target households using 
cleaning service 100.0% 25.0% 20.0% 15.0% 10.0% 

Total target households (>$100K) in RI 103,211 25,803 20,642 15,482 10,321 

Total client capacity of cleaners 50,843 50,843 50,843 50,843 50,843 

Market saturation 49.26% 197.04% 246.31% 328.41% 492.61% 

Available market share 50.74% -97.04% -146.31% -228.41% -392.61% 

Total potential clients 
 

-25,040 -30,201 -35,361 -40,522 

 
Table 5.9: Market saturation of all households (all incomes) in Rhode Island 

Percentage of all households using 
cleaning service 100.0% 15.0% 12.75% 12.0% 8.0% 

Total households in RI 409,569 61,435 52,220 49,148 32,766 

Total client capacity of cleaners 50,843 50,843 50,843 50,843 50,843 

Market saturation 12.41% 82.76% 97.36% 103.45% 155.17% 

Available market share 87.59% 17.24% 2.64% -3.45% -55.17% 

Total potential clients 
 

10,592 1,377 -1,695 -18,078 

 
The total target client market is larger when the three Massachusetts counties abutting Rhode 

Island (Bristol, Norfolk and Worcester), are added to the area of operations, with the caveat 

that competition is also increased. These Massachusetts counties together have 342 cleaning 

establishments of which 18.5% or 63 companies, with about 799 employees, as well as an 

estimated 3,154 self-employed cleaners, offer residential services (US Census 2002, 2013).  
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The combined service capacity of residential cleaners from Rhode Island and the three 

Massachusetts counties would be roughly 100,371 clients, which would also saturate the target 

client market, but allow a market share of 2.82%, equivalent to 2,916 clients, if 10.25% of all 

households were to use a cleaning service (compare Table 5.10 and Table 5.11). Market share 

in this region would be higher if more Massachusetts cleaners were oriented toward Boston 

rather than toward the Providence Metro area. Again, these potential clients may not offer 

regular work. A vigorous marketing campaign by the cleaning cooperative could convert these 

potential customers into regular clients.  

 

Table 5.10: Market saturation of target households ($100K income) in RI -MA 3 counties 
Percentage of target households using 
cleaning service 100.00% 25.00% 20.00% 15.00% 10.00% 
Total target households (>$100K) in RI-
MA 361,919 90,480 72,384 54,288 36,192 

Total client capacity of cleaners 100,371 100,371 100,371 100,371 100,371 

Market saturation 27.73% 110.93% 138.67% 184.89% 277.33% 

Available market share 72.27% -10.93% -38.67% -84.89% -177.33% 

Total potential clients 
 

-9,892 -27,988 -46,083 -64,179 

 
Table 5.11: Market saturation of all households (all incomes) in RI-MA 3 counties 

Percentage of all households using 
cleaning service 100.00% 12.00% 10.50% 10.00% 8.00% 

Total households in RI 1,007,681 120,922 103,287 100,768 80,614 

Total client capacity of cleaners 100,371 100,371 100,371 100,371 100,371 

Market saturation 9.96% 83.01% 97.18% 99.61% 124.51% 

Available market share 90.04% 16.99% 2.82% 0.39% -24.51% 

Total potential clients 
 

20,550 2,916 397 -19,757 

 

Challenges and Opportunities 

A residential cleaning cooperative could operate in RI if it has the equivalent of 5 members or 

fewer working full time, or up to 10 members working part time, servicing 2 clients 5 days a 

week. However, the proposed cleaning cooperative will need to operate in Rhode Island and 
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the three abutting counties of Massachusetts in order to attract enough customers for 

continued existence. Though it may not capture the target higher income market at first, the 

cooperative may be able to attract and retain customers from the larger population that uses 

house cleaning services, building a reputation that helps gain access to the desired customer 

base.  

 

More opportunities for gaining customers in both RI and MA communities along the I-95 Boston 

to Providence corridor might be offered by the increasing number of sales of single family 

homes and condominiums, especially those converted from office space. For instance, House 

sales in Norfolk County increased by 10 percent while the median price rose nearly 3 percent 

potentially yielding more target customers (CB Richard Ellis 2016; RIAR 2016; Van Voorhis 

2016). Another possibility to secure clients might lie in capturing some of the small business 

market. Establishments in this segment are generally below 2,000 – 2,500 square feet and may 

be charged on an hourly basis, using rates slightly higher than residential ones (Long n.d.; 

Griffin 2010). However, these clients involve more complicated walk-throughs to estimate 

cleaning quotes, contracts and other procedures. 
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E. Commercial Cleaning 

Estimating commercial client numbers 

Estimating commercial clients per worker 

Table 5.12: Commercial clients per worker 

As mentioned previously, the average worker can 

typically complete 2 cleaning jobs (client visits) per day. 

(see section D). In this case, a cleaner would require just 

2 clients serviced 5 times a week, 10 clients weekly, or 

40 clients once a month/one time, in order to ensure full time work (Table 5.12).  

Estimating commercial clients for cooperative size 

The worker-client number estimate above indicates that a cleaning cooperative of 5 members 

will require 5 x 2 or only 10 regular clients at 5 times a week to ensure full time (FT) work for all, 

while an enterprise of 10 members will need 10 x 2 or 20 clients. Part-time (PT) work of 20 

hours a week would then require half the number of clients. On the other hand, a less frequent 

schedule will require many more customers, so that once a month or one time cleanings for a 5 

member cooperative would require 200 clients for full time work, and 100 for part time (Table 

5.13).  

Table 5.13: Number of clients needed for cooperatives of varying sizes and frequency of cleaning 

Clients per worker  Clients 

Number of workers 1  

Client visits per day 2 2 

Visits per week 5 2 

 1 10 

Visits per month 1 40 

 Clients needed for cooperative size 
Average 2 members 5 members 10 members 

Cleaning frequency FT PT FT PT FT PT 
Days per week 5 4 2 10 5 20 10 

 2 10 5 25 13 50 25 
 1 20 10 50 25 100 50 

Days per month 2 40 80 100 50 200 100 
 1 80 40 200 100 400 200 
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Estimating commercial market share 

Industry sources indicate that the most consistent commercial market for a fledgling RI cleaning 

enterprise comprises corporate entities with 10 or more employees operating in premises of 

5,000 to 50,000 square feet. Businesses smaller than this are more likely to self-clean or hire 

cheap, uninsured cleaners, while companies with over 1,500 employees tend to contract with 

large cleaning concerns. The establishments in-between invariably have budgets for regular 

cleaning. RI has 28,026 business establishments in total, yielding 10,212 with over 10 

employees, but a clientele of 6,987 establishments in the target range (Washington 2015; US 

Census 2015; USSBA 2012). In this scenario, a cleaning cooperative of 5 members would need 

0.14 - 3% of the target market for full time work, depending on the frequency of cleaning. A 

cooperative of 10 members would need to capture 0.3 - 6% to sustain itself (Table 5.14). Of 

course, part time work would require half the respective market share.  

 

However, the actual market share that the cooperative can capture depends on competition 

from other cleaning companies.  

 

Table 5.14: RI Market share of clients for cooperatives of varying sizes and frequency of cleaning 

Target client market 6,987 establishments 
 Clients needed for cooperative size full time 

Average 2 members 5 members 10 members 
Cleaning frequency Clients Market share Clients Market share Clients Market share 

Days per week 5 4 0.06% 10 0.14% 20 0.29% 
 2 10 0.14% 25 0.36% 50 0.72% 
 1 20 0.29% 50 0.72% 100 1.43% 

Days per month 2 40 0.57% 100 1.43% 200 2.86% 
 1 80 1.15% 200 2.86% 400 5.73% 
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Estimating commercial cleaning competition 

Table 5.15: Competitors client capacity in RI 

Establishments offering commercial cleaning in 

RI made up 73.23% of all NAICS code 561720 

Janitorial Services companies in 2007, the most 

recent data (US Census 2007). If 73.23% of the 

state’s approximately 233 cleaning 

establishments are commercial services, and if 

no net growth occurred due to the recent recession, RI would have 171 commercial cleaning 

companies, with an estimated 2,268 employees, excluding unincorporated cleaners, who would 

not generally service the target clientele. 

 

If these incorporated commercial cleaners can service 2 establishments on average per day, 

they have the capacity to service up to 90,000 clients, depending on the frequency of visits. For 

instance, they could clean 4,536 commercial premises 5 times a week, or 45,360 at twice a 

month (Table 5.15). The current cleaning capacity of these workers saturates the target client 

market if less than 65% of the clientele uses cleaning services 5 times a week. This cut off point 

still makes a 0.3% market share, or 13 clients available, allowing a potential cleaning 

cooperative of 5 members to operate at full time (or comfortably part time), and one of 10 

members part time (Table 5.16).  

  

Rhode Island  
Competitor’s 

client capacity 

Estimated Employees  2,268 

Client visits per day 2 4,536 

Visits per week 5 4,536 

 2 11,340 

 1 22,680 

Visits per month 2 45,360 

 1 90,720 
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Table 5.16: Market saturation of target commercial clients in Rhode Island 
Percentage of target clients using 
cleaning services In RI 

100% 75% 65% 60% 50% 25% 

Total commercial establishments 6,987 5,240 4,549 4,192 3,494 1,747 

Total client capacity of cleaners 4,536 4,536 4,536 4,536 4,536 4,536 

Market saturation 64.9% 86.6% 99.7% 108.2% 129.8% 259.7% 

Available market share 35.1% 13.4% 0.3% -8.2% -29.8% -159.7% 

Total potential clients 2,451 704 13 -344 -1,043 -2,789 

 

The total target client market is larger when RI’s three neighboring MA counties (Bristol, 

Norfolk, and Worcester), are added, but competition also increases. The combined MA counties 

have about 13,698 target clients serviced by 342 cleaning establishments of which 86.21% or 

295 companies, averaging an estimated 3,079 employees, offer commercial services (US Census 

2007, 2013). 

 
Table 5.17: Competitors client capacity RI+MA 

The combined service capacity of commercial 

cleaners from RI and the three MA counties 

would be roughly 10,700 clients if visited 5 

times a week, and 26,700 if visited twice a week 

(Table 5.17). However, this cleaning capacity 

saturates the target client market, only allowing 

a market share greater than 1.17%, equivalent to 127 clients, if over 79% of the clientele were 

to use a cleaning service 5 times a week (Compare Table 5.16 and Table 5.18).  

Though a 5- or 10-member cooperative could possibly operate at this level, competition would 

be fierce. Market share for RI cleaners in this region would be higher if MA cleaners were 

oriented more toward Boston rather than the Providence Metro area.  

RI + MA 3 counties  
Competitor’s 

client capacity 

Estimated Employees  5,347 

Client visits per day 2 10,695 

Visits per week 5 10,695 

 2 26,737 

 1 53,474 

Visits per month 2 106,948 

 1 213,897 
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Table 5.18: Market saturation of target commercial clients in RI and 3 MA counties 
Percentage of target clients using 
cleaning services in RI & MA 

100% 80% 79% 75% 50% 25% 

Total commercial establishments 13,698 10,958 10,821 10,274 6,849 1,747 

Total client capacity of cleaners 10,695 10,695 10,695 10,695 10,695 4,536 

Market saturation 78.1% 97.6% 98.8% 104.1% 156.2% 259.7% 

Available market share 21.9% 2.41% 1.17% -4.10% -56.15% -159.7% 

Total potential clients 3,003 264 127 -421 -3,846 -2,789 

 

Challenges and opportunities 

A commercial cleaning cooperative can operate in RI if it has 5 members working full time, or 

up to 10 working part time, servicing 2 clients 5 days a week. However, not all such commercial 

establishments are accessible to a fledgling cleaning company. Offices are the most 

straightforward spaces, with respect to cleaning and administration (Washington 2015). 

Nationally, larger commercial cleaning companies (averaging 180 employees) are strongest in 

office and property management, followed by healthcare, industrial, and educational sectors 

(Figure 5.4) (CPR 2015). Analysis of the total potential target commercial market in RI reveals 

the majority of establishments lie in the health, accommodation, retail, and manufacturing 

sectors (Figure 5.5).  

 

Office space may be found in all sectors, and is currently very active, especially in the suburbs, 

due to increased occupancy of existing inventory. However, conversion of office buildings into 

condominiums, particularly in Providence, may pose challenges to finding new cleaning 

accounts. The industrial sector displays more promise, with strong and steady demand being 

met by leasing of current inventory, as well as through reclassification of buildings from other 
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market sectors (CB Ellis 2016). However, industrial cleaning is complex, often requiring more 

labor, physical strength, special equipment, and training (Kania 2015). 

 

There appears to be growing demand for commercial spaces less than 50,000 square feet, 

which is within the suggested target client size range for the cleaning cooperative. In addition, 

the dearth of new commercial construction may lead to a tightening of work space allocated to 

employees, resulting in longer cleaning times per job, and a need for more cleaners (MG 

Commercial 2016; NSA 2015).  

 

Though it would face stiff competition, the cooperative might gainfully extend its operations to 

the adjoining three MA counties, especially around Route 495, where the outlook for the 

commercial sector is decidedly positive due to its increasing attractiveness for price-sensitive 

firms, back-office companies, and others who cannot find space in the core areas around 

Boston (Colliers Internal 2015). 

 

Local, state and federal government also offer contracting opportunities with steady profit 

margins for small cleaning companies. While some are “spot bids” or one time contracts, others 

can last a year or more or include special services, such as “move in” cleaning (Calamaras n.d.).  

 

Another option lies in focusing on a niche business sector, such as information technology or 

engineering, which demands attention to detail and will pay more for it (Washington, 2015). 

The hospitality industry, including hotels, resorts, and hostels, is also a large, growing market 
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for contracts, due to increased outsourcing of cleaning work. Unfortunately, entering this 

sector is via specialized services that require particular equipment or training (Griffin 2016). The 

RI non-profit sector, with similar social justice missions and comprising 12.5% of the target 

market, may also be an option (US Census 2015). Other opportunities for specialization are 

cleaning services such as: windows and blinds, ceilings and walls, restrooms, disaster and 

restoration, and crime scenes (Lynn 2014). 

 

Though it might not capture the larger or better paying target market at first, the cooperative 

may be able to attract and retain customers by building a reputation that helps gain access to 

the desired customer base, convert them into regular clients, and perhaps supply the latter 

with specialized services to increase revenue. 
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Figure 5.4: National commercial market segments  

 
By cleaning company presence 

Source: Contracting Profits Magazine 2015  

 
 
 
Figure 5.5: RI total target commercial market composition by industry 

 
 

For RI cleaning cooperative 

Source: Adapted for Rhode Island from 2013 County Business Patterns (US Census 2015). 
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F. Operations 

The industry has developed a framework “Cleaning Industry Management Standards” to assist 

cleaning organizations of any configuration set up management systems to ensure quality, 

efficiency, and customer satisfaction (ISSA 2011). This section discusses aspects relevant to a 

potential cooperative in the Providence Metro area, detailing residential or commercial 

cleaning specifics at the end.  

Administrative staffing 

Regardless of their cleaning sector focus, the cleaning cooperatives studied handled 

administrative tasks in two ways:  

1. Member-workers divide administrative roles among themselves. One member may be 

responsible for marketing and customer relations; another for billing, purchasing, 

payroll and tracking finances; and another for quality control, crew supervision, and 

training.  

2. Members hire a manager to carry out administrative functions.  

 

Member-workers have reported administrative time as consuming approximately 4 hours per 

week, with compensation at the members’ usual hourly rate. Training in administration 

occurred during the cooperative incubation process, or on the job (TeamWorks House Cleaning 

Cooperative. 2015. Personal communication, November; Dahlia Green Cleaning Services. 2015. 

Personal communication, November). As the administrative staff does cleaning work as well, 

there can be large swathes of time when no one is available to answer phones or talk to 

customers, which would be detrimental to a fledgling business. 
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Hiring an office manager with strong English language, customer service, and sales skills would 

add to the professionalism and credibility of the business. Coops that had office managers, at 

least during the first 2-3 years of operations appeared to perform better than those where 

worker-owners did these functions (Bauen 2001; Ji and Robinson 2012). Based on non-profit 

compensation, an external operations or office manager would cost between $45,000 to 

$55,000 a year depending on education and experience (TSNE 2010). However, a small 

operation might require only a more affordable part time position at first, perhaps about 10 

hours per week. A growing enterprise could work towards the average US ratio of managers to 

workers of 1:10 (Weiss n.d.). 

 

Another option would be to use an external administrative service or “virtual assistant” to 

handle bookkeeping tasks. Some also offer publishing services such as flyers and business cards. 

The advantages of using these services are: reducing operating costs and capital investments; 

allowing staff to focus on core business; and accessing technology, skills and insights not 

otherwise available or affordable. They may be billed by the hour, usually $30 to $45 per hour, 

or have fixed fees starting at $75 a month (At Your Service n.d.; The Office Squad n.d.). 

However, even these services will require some time for oversight by cooperative members. 

Office space and supply storage 

The City of Central Falls has offered a desk, computer and printer in one of its buildings for the 

use of the future cleaning cooperative. However, this space is very small, and will not be 

adequate for storing supplies. Cooperative members may need to store any equipment and 

cleaning products at home. If Fuerza Laboral is used as the base of operations, a separate 
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computer, printer, and administrative supplies will need to be purchased. In addition, a large 

closet for storing supplies might be possible. It may be advisable to rent a space for the 

cooperative’s operations once it is established. 

Service delivery 

The cleaning cooperative would operate in Rhode Island and the Massachusetts counties of 

Bristol, Norfolk and Worcester, and offer the following standard cleaning services, regardless of 

cleaning focus: 

 

All Areas Bathrooms Kitchen  

 Dust all accessible 
surfaces 

 Clean all fixtures 

 Vacuum and clean all floor 
surfaces 

 Clean glass and interior 
windows 

 Remove trash and 
recycling 

 Restock supplies as 
desired 

 
 

 Clean and sanitize toilet, 
shower, tub, sinks, 
backsplashes, and tile 
 

 Clean and sanitize sink, 
countertops, backsplashes  

 Wipe down exterior of all 
appliances 

 Clean microwave inside 
and out 

 

A residentially oriented cooperative could also offer extra cleaning services upon request. Most 

cleaning extras add one half hour of time and cost to each visit. These services could include: 

cleaning inside cabinets, fridge, and oven; cleaning dishes; doing laundry; and making beds.  

 

A cooperative oriented towards commercial cleaning could also offer extras, including plant 

watering, carpet shampooing, floor waxing, and supplying equipment, such as vacuums, 
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buckets, cleaning products etc. Daytime cleaning is also increasingly popular due to cost 

effectiveness for both cleaning companies and clients (Kania 2011). 

 

Because the customer base in both residential and commercial sectors may be spare, it would 

be beneficial for the cooperative to offer more gainful specialty services such as “move-in,” 

“move-out,” “spring clean,” “special occasion” etc. to earn more revenue. 

 

Regardless of the main cleaning focus of the cooperative, a cooperative member or manager 

would conduct a preliminary “walk through” to assess size and condition of the space so as to 

estimate the job in terms of time and number of workers, who would work solo or as a team. 

Following industry standards, many companies deploy a specific cleaning “methodology” or 

“point cleaning plan” consisting of tasks performed in a pre-determined order to increase 

“efficacy and efficiency” (Magna Cleaning n.d.; ISSA 2011). The cooperative must develop such 

procedures, preferably with input from industry experts, to ensure consistency and quality, and 

as a selling point.  

 

The average cleaning company loses up to 55% of its total customer base annually due to a lack 

of service quality or to non-performance (Gaille 2014). Therefore, workers should be rigorously 

trained (via classroom, hands-on, and on the job teaching) in the cooperative’s standard 

cleaning procedures, the safe handling of supplies, the use and care of equipment, and first aid. 

Developing immediate follow up on services and customer feedback, as well as regular surveys 

will help build client satisfaction and improve service quality.  
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The cooperative should consider standardizing cleaning services, prices, and worker to job ratio, 

adjusting rates to account for size and condition of the house or commercial premises, and the 

frequency of service. Cleaning price per visit(s) can then be negotiated with the customer. A 

one-time “deep clean,” or the initial cleaning performed as a baseline for maintenance, would 

cost somewhat more due to the longer time taken for completion. Cleanings scheduled at 

regular weekly, bi-weekly or monthly intervals will be more cost-effective.  

 

The cooperative will use the client’s equipment and supplies as generally recommended, while 

steering them towards, or provisioning them with, more effective products (Washington, 2015). 

However, it might be prudent to have some back-up, such as vacuum cleaners, cloths, and 

cleaning solutions. Furthermore, larger or niche commercial clients may require specialized 

cleaning equipment that they rely on the cleaning company to supply. Potential member-

workers have suggested the option of using green cleaning supplies to safeguard the health of 

themselves, the clients and the environment. Some cleaning cooperatives routinely use such 

products, employing conventional cleaners on customer request.  
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G. Legal Organization 

The form of legal entity that a cooperative can take will depend on the labor needs of potential 

cooperative members and State regulations concerning cooperatives. Unlike Massachusetts, 

the State of Rhode Island does not have a worker cooperative statute. Because the cooperative 

is a business enterprise, it will need to incorporate as a corporation, and adopt cooperative 

principles in its by-laws. There are some legal models that would be suitable for the proposed 

cleaning cooperative. 

Marketing cooperative 

The cooperative acts as an administrative, marketing and referral service for members. In this 

model, the customers pay the member, who then pays dues to the cooperative. Members 

retain their individual client lists and may purchase cleaning products at cost from the 

cooperative. The model could serve the undocumented worker sector, as members would not 

be employees of the cooperative. 

Worker cooperative  

Potential members of the cooperative showed the greatest interest in the worker cooperative 

model in which customers pay the cooperative which in turn distributes profits (called 

surpluses, or dividend) to worker-members. This model may be suitable for undocumented 

workers, especially if the limited liability company (LLC) business type is adopted. In this case, 

such workers cannot be employees, but can be owners, so able to receive partake of 

redistributed surpluses. 
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Non-profit corporation 

Other cooperatives are non-profit 501(c)3 corporations because it is easier for them to access 

grant funding. However, it would not be suitable for undocumented workers, as there may be 

issues concerning employee status. 

For-profit conversion 

Workers can also buy a business from an owner about to retire, re-structuring it to operate as a 

cooperative. These enterprises are also more likely to inherit an existing client list. 

Incorporation in Massachusetts: 

Another path the cooperative can take down the line is to explore incorporation in 

Massachusetts, which currently has a statute concerning worker cooperatives. However, there 

may be issues regarding being based in Rhode Island. 

 

H. Financials 

The financial projection that follows illustrates one possible, basic scenario. All charges and 

costs are assumed to increase with the cost of living, currently at 1% annually, based on 

average Consumer Price Index of the period 2013-2015 (RIDoL n.d.c.). 

Pricing 

Obtaining charges for house or commercial cleaning was the most difficult part of the financial 

section. Most RI cleaning company websites do not display pricing or price sheets. The 

franchises, large companies, and some smaller establishments offer “free estimates,” on 
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websites, or through referral companies such as Thumbtack, but did not comply when 

requested. Even when presented with a verifiable address, neither large nor small companies 

were willing to offer estimates, whether on websites, over the phone, or by email, without 

looking at the house or establishment. This appears to be standard procedure (Entrepreneur 

Press 2014).  

Residential cleaning pricing 

Table 5.19: Residential pricing 

The few estimates received for a 2,000 square foot 

residence in Providence, RI, containing three bedrooms and 

2 bathrooms, and of average clutter, varied from $20 to 

about $35 an hour per usual visit to $45 - $70 an hour for a 

deep clean. Some companies offered “specials” or bundled deals. Potential cooperative 

members have reported earning up to $20 per hour as independent workers (Table 5.19). 

 

One small company did display negotiable basic weekly and bi-weekly rates for RI and MA for 2 

different bedroom-bathroom configurations, in the range $60 - $125. Another gave the lowest 

price “& up,” for standard and special services such deep cleaning (Fantastic Cleaning n.d.; Life 

Maid Simple n.d.). In 2015, most RI homeowners reported paying $115 - $254 per visit, with an 

average of $182, unadjusted for house size, number and condition of rooms, or cleaning 

frequency. For MA, the range was $115 - $238, averaging $164 per visit (Homeadvisor n.d.). 

Though some enterprises price by the square foot, it is much more common for the industry in 

general to estimate time and apply an hourly rate (Hanson n.d.a.): see below. 

Cleaning 
company type 

Price range 
per hour 

Unincorporated $10 - 20 

Incorporated $30 - 35 

Franchise $40 - 55 
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Commercial cleaning prices reported 

Estimates received for a 4,000 square foot office space with kitchen and 2 bathrooms21 in 

Providence, RI, ranged from $45 - $85 daily for 5 days a week cleanings. In 2015, office cleaning 

in RI cost $180 - $230 per visit, with an average of $207, unadjusted for size, condition, rooms, 

or cleaning frequency. For MA the cost range was $195 - $244, averaging $219 per visit (Nexthit 

n.d.). In general, the industry prices small offices by the hour and larger commercial spaces by 

the square foot. The recommended base rate in RI is 0.10 cents per square foot for 5 days per 

week service (Washington 2015).  

Determining pricing 

For both cleaning orientations, estimated cleaning rates, whether by the hour, square foot or 

other metric, are ultimately based on the time taken to complete a series of tasks, depending 

on size of the space, materials, condition, and especially, the number of cleaners required. For 

larger commercial spaces, this “production rate” (square feet cleaned per hour) involves more 

complicated calculations or “workloading” than for residential or small office areas. The 

industry gives averages for most tasks - for instance, vacuuming 1,000 square feet of carpet 

takes 26.8 minutes, and a cleaner can average 3,000 square feet per hour satisfactorily. 

Companies can also determine their own average production rate (Hanson n.d.a.; PMS n.d.a.; 

ISSA 2012). Cleaning estimate calculators may be purchased online (Cleaning Business Academy 

n.d.; PMS n.d.b.). 

 

                                                     
21

 Details of quote: Providence office one floor about 4000 square feet carpet except kitchenette 12 square feet 

vinyl floor, 2 bathrooms with 2 toilets and two sinks. 
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The cooperative could also explore adapting pricing for services from price lists displayed on 

the websites of cooperatives and companies in other cities, such as Pa’lante Green Cleaning 

Cooperative, and Busy Bee Cleaning Service, both of New York City. By adjusting levels 

according to the cost of living index in RI or MA, suitable local price lists could be constructed 

(Busy Bee Cleaning Service n.d.; Pa’lante Green Cleaning Cooperative n.d.). 

 

A survey of articles by industry professionals demonstrated a few methods for determining 

cleaning charges per cleaning job based on labor hours, which include somewhat standard 

percentages of labor costs for payroll taxes and benefits (8%- 30%), supplies (5-6% of labor and 

payroll cost), overhead (10-40% labor and supplies) and mark up for profit (10-40% of labor, 

supplies, and overhead) (BixMove n.d.; Entrepreneur Press 2014; Watson 2013). For example, 

One WAGES cooperative simply doubled the hourly wage to obtain an hourly price, of which 

20% comprised benefits, 20% overhead, and 10% surplus for distribution at year-end (WAGES 

2012).  

Billing and revenue 

For the proposed cleaning cooperative, the present study will use a standard customer charge 

rate of $30 per hour, a price that appears to be average for incorporated residential cleaning 

enterprises in Providence. A one-time cleaning would thus cost $150 for 5 hours on average, 

while a regular bi-weekly job of 4 hours would be $120.  
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Direct costs 

The workers of the proposed cleaning business would be members and owners of the 

cooperative enterprise. Any surplus the cooperative makes after meeting its costs and 

contingencies will be distributed among the owners in proportion to the number of hours each 

worked. Hours would be compensated at a base rate of $15 as suggested by potential member-

workers, and reported by other cooperatives (Fuerza Laboral. 2015. Personal communication, 

November; Dahlia Green Cleaning Services. 2015 Personal communication, November; 

TeamWorks House Cleaning Cooperative. 2015. Personal communication, November; WAGES 

2012). Benefits, including vacation, holidays, and sick leave, are calculated at 7.7% of labor 

costs22 (Bixmoves n.d.), while 20 miles per day of travel per person is compensated at the 

Federal rate of $0.54 a mile (USIRS 2015). The financials assume that one owner-worker would 

also work 4 hours a week as administrative staff, and incorporates this work into the direct 

costs section. A financial projection employing an office manager at $45,000 a year is also 

shown for comparison. 

Customer frequency 

To earn regular income, cooperative member-workers require regular clients (see section 3: 

Estimating Client Number). Therefore, retaining clients after the initial cleaning job is important 

for maintaining revenue. Generally, customer return rates of over 35% are regarded as good, 

and rates below 20% are seen as poor (Mullin 2015). Theoretically, a retention rate of 50% 

would give roughly 6 one time cleanings averaging 5 hours each and 2.5 repeat cleanings 

averaging 4 hours each per week for a full time worker (Table 5.20 – for calculation see 

                                                     
22 Reflect only employers portion of payroll taxes. 
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Appendix I). Obtaining that many one time jobs per week for a fledgling enterprise may be 

overly optimistic, at least initially, so that a conservative estimate of 2 one time jobs a week, or 

8 jobs per month at a 50% retention rate is used for calculating revenue. All possible repeat 

cleanings (monthly, bi-weekly, weekly, or more frequently) are represented by the average or 

bi-weekly cleaning. 

Table 5.20: Clients required for full time work 

Equipment and supplies 

The financials allow for the purchase of good 

canister vacuum cleaners, around $300 each, 

and smaller handheld ones, as well as for 

replacements after 3 years. These may also be 

used for light commercial work, though larger 

jobs would require more expensive industrial 

equipment. 

 

Conventional cleaning supplies are estimated at around $250 per person per month, which 

includes provision for special shoes, brushes, mops, and buckets, as well as cleaning fluids. 

Green cleaning products cost twice as much on average, so that the total supply bill may be 

about 50% higher than usual. Buying in bulk might keep costs down. While supplies and 

equipment might be kept with individual cleaners initially, storage cabinets for these items are 

also budgeted, if and when space is available, as in a donated or rented office.  

 

Clients per week Numbers 
New clients 6 
Retention rate 50% 
Retained clients 2.5 

Number of cleanings per week  
First/ one time 6 
Regular/ bi-weekly 2.5 

Hours required per cleaning  
First/ one time 5 
Regular/ bi-weekly 4 

Customer sales  
Charge per hour $30 
First/ one time $900 
Regular/ bi-weekly $300 

Total customer sales $1,200 
Total hours per worker 40 
Total FTE (persons) 1 
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Because uniforms are seen as professional, they are included in the financials. One uniform 

consisting of pants and top is priced at $60, allowing 5 pairs per worker and one replacement. 

This cost may vary according to the type of uniform chosen. Laundering is performed by 

individual cleaners, though a professional service might be more efficient as the cooperative 

grows. 

Administrative, advertising, and insurance 

This category includes general office needs such as paper and toner for receipts and flyers; 

advertising, promotions, and website costs. Though the budget is kept constant, more expenses 

are expected initially to launch and promote the cooperative than later, when word of mouth 

may become the main generator of new clients. At first, the cooperative enterprise is 

considered as using donated space and equipment for administrative work. The financials 

include a small use fee for two years and a new office space in year 3, at $1,000 a month in 

Central Falls. Office furniture and storage, computing equipment and appropriate software, as 

well as phone and internet services are also budgeted. Other costs include banking services, 

included in dues and subscriptions, general liability insurance, repair provision, and a 

contingency set-aside of 10% of operating costs. The financials do not account for loans, 

workers compensation, health insurance, or taxes. 

Assumptions 

The following assumptions are made in the financial calculations: 

 Average hourly billing rate: $30 
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 Duration and frequency of cleaning jobs:  

first/one time = 5 hours each; regular/ biweekly = 4 hours each 

 Client growth: 10% annually 

 Direct wage, year one: $15.00 per hour 

 Billing and wage inflation: 1.0%annually (= expense inflation) 

 Benefits for holidays, vacation, sick leave, at 4 weeks or 7.7% of wages 

 Expense inflation: 1.0% annually 

 Travel time: 20 miles per week day  

 General liability insurance is included, but not health or workers compensation 

 taxes are not included 

 Contributions and loans are not included 

Five year financial summary 

The five year financial analysis below shows that under the given assumptions, the cleaning 

cooperative will not bring in sufficient revenue to generate a surplus during the first two years 

of operation, even without hiring a full time manager, and with no loan or large insurance 

obligations. Therefore, it will require capitalization. In year 2 the revenue generated by 3 full 

time workers or 1.5 part timers may allow most of this deficit to be covered, enabling the 

cooperative to break even in year 3 (Table 5.21). Greater revenue, and more work for cleaners, 

would be generated by a higher customer retention rate, which may develop with time and 

reputation. Employing one full time manager at $45,000 a year or more will require greater 

additional revenue for salary and benefits (Table 5.22). This cost may be allayed by creating a 
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part-time position or using an administrative service, though the latter would be impersonal 

and may not project the vision of the cooperative adequately.  

 

Table 5.21: Five year financial summary without hired manager 

 
year 1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5 

Total customer Sales 51,840  127,836  220,923  318,827  427,657  

Total direct costs 35,456  79,713  134,700  192,460  256,045  

      Gross surplus 16,384  48,123  86,223  126,367  171,612  

Gross surplus margin 32% 38% 39% 40% 40% 

      Total operating costs 31,405  34,873  61,320  63,447  70,932  

      Net surplus or loss (15,021) 13,013  24,903  62,920  100,681  

Total clients 96  107  119  131  143  

FTE (persons) 2  3  4  5  7  

 
 
Table 5.22: Five year financial summary with hired manager 

 
year 1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5 

Total Customer Sales 51,840  127,836  220,923  318,827  427,657  

Total direct costs 80,690  125,577  180,668  238,680  302,439  

      Gross surplus (28,850) 2,258  40,255  80,147  125,218  

Gross surplus margin 32.05% 37.64% 39.14% 39.71% 40.19% 

      Total operating costs 31,405  34,873  61,320  63,447  70,932  

      Net surplus or loss (31,405) (34,873) (61,320) (63,447) (70,932) 

Total Clients 96  107  119  131  143  

FTE (cleaners) 2  3  4  5  7  

 

A further breakdown of revenues and costs is available in Appendix I: From Chapter 5 H 

financials – income statements without and with hired manager. 
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I. Conclusion 

The foregoing analysis suggests that a potential cooperative could sustain itself by operating 

with up to 5 member-workers, regardless of the cleaning sector, residential or commercial. 

Working part-time at their current jobs might be the best approach, with transitioning to 

working full time at the cooperative as the goal. Interested cleaners mostly appear to be 

experienced in the commercial sector, so this area might be more attractive (Fuerza Laboral. 

2016. Personal communication. February.). However, there are other issues that should be 

considered (Table 5.23). Working in both residential and small business sectors to build a 

reputation is also an option. Whatever form they choose, the cooperative will require 

capitalization in the three years of operation at the very least. 

 

The final choices about their working conditions should lie with the future members of the 

proposed cooperative. It is hoped that this study will help them make informed decisions 

regarding their future professional direction. 
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Table 5.23: Differences between residential and commercial cleaning 

Residential cleaning  Commercial cleaning 

Performed during the day 
 

Performed mostly in the evenings, late night, and on 
weekends 

Performed in client’s personal space  Performed in client’s work space 

Clients focus on details of work (eg. how items 
replaced after cleaning) - “picky” 

 
Clients focus on cleaners completing the required 
cleaning specifications of the facility and contract 

Slow -  typically covering 700 – 1,000 square feet of 
floor space per hour 

 
Fast  – average 2,500 to 4,000 square feet floor space 
covered per hour 

Cleaners have more connection with clients – must 
have good communication skills, be personable, and 
well groomed 

 
Cleaners have less connection with clients - less need 
for communication skills, but appearance still 
important 

Promptness and completing on time are important 
 

Promptness and timing less important as long as job 
is completed 

Pricing and walkthroughs are generally not time 
consuming or complicated.  

 

Pricing more time consuming, requiring a bidding 
process, detailed walk through, and agreements that 
include cleaning specifications, and terms of 
payment. 

Payment usually on day service provided – fewer 
cash flow issues 

 
Payment on terms of contract, usually monthly – cash 
flow issues 

Profit margins relatively stable.  
Fewer and simple equipment and supplies required 

 

Profit margins decrease with cleaning contract size. 
Greater quantity or more complex equipment and 
supplies increase costs. But margin can be made up in 
volume  

More potential residential opportunities  More competition for clients 

Marketing is private consumer oriented  Marketing is business customer oriented 

Source: Adapted from Hanson n.d.b.  
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Chapter 6 : Findings and Recommendations 

The present inquiry into facilitating a building cleaning worker coop in RI explored the case of 

the IWC Fuerza Laboral (FL) and its efforts by focusing on the crucial pre-launch phase. As 

outlined in Chapter 2, this involved a review of relevant literature, greater detailing of the case, 

and a feasibility study for a potential cleaning cooperative, carried out through documentation, 

research, and interviews with professionals from the effort, from other worker coops and 

incubators, and from the cleaning industry. Information gleaned was analyzed and significant 

findings with regard to challenges, solutions, and opportunities were organized below under 

categories addressing the four research questions and their respective sub-questions.  

FL’s rationale and strategy for incubating cooperatives  

An understanding of how FL reasoned through and proceeded with incubating a building 

cleaning worker coop in RI was mostly explored in Chapter 4. These findings are summarized 

below for context, with key challenges and opportunities expanded on further. 

Rationale for establishing worker coops in RI 

Background research on the case showed that the main reason for the worker coop formation 

effort was the unemployment and exploitation of Latino workers in Central Falls RI. Workplace 

abuse was especially prevalent in building cleaning, an occupation that many FL members and 

constituents share, where subcontractors and franchises particularly culpable. Though FL has 

successfully campaigned against this phenomenon, slow legislation and lack of enforcement led 

to alternative solutions. Based on familiarity, FL members wished to form worker coops that 

would create equitable and stable employment while eliminating the middlemen. FL saw a 
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network of diverse interacting cooperatives as a community economic development approach 

to a strong and thriving Central Falls. 

FL’s strategy to establish the worker coop effort 

As detailed in Chapter 4, FL members initiated the CBI Program to help form the cooperative 

businesses they envisioned. Interestingly, by convening the POWER Network of local partners 

as a “guiding coalition” to cover gaps in capacity and technical knowledge, FL instituted a best 

practice pertaining to the early stages of coop incubation (Hoover and Abell, 2016). Because the 

CBI project is novel to them, FL’s RI partners are still navigating the coalition, with the more 

experienced CFL as a guide. Partners act individually through FL, only convening at group 

meetings to view the progress made. Thus there is a sense that each tends not to understand 

the roles of the others. The turnover of partnership personnel complicates these issues, as 

frequently there was no transfer of information to the new representatives.  

 

The coalition’s diversity of expertise was seen as positive, though not some partners’ 

unfamiliarity with coop concepts and with FL members’ experiences. For instance, although the 

next step in the CBI program - a survey to gauge FL’s constituents’ interest in worker coops – 

was good practice, the results led to some confusion over an appropriate pilot project. For 

some partners, the diverse occupations in the community suggested a temp agency, whereas 

for FL, the major work experience in the community and their membership indicated a cleaning 

cooperative as more calibrated to the skill set of workers.  
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Barriers to the worker coop incubation process in RI  

For FL and its members, the coop incubation process was a “new universe” (Fuerza Laboral. 

2016 telephone conversation, December 2.), as the language, structure, and funding, of coops 

in the USA differs greatly from their countries of origin, where governmental programs exist to 

assist with finance and other matters. Though enthused by the project, FL and partners 

nevertheless recognized five main external barriers to worker coop incubation as deficiencies 

in: relevant coop precedents, an appropriate statute, relevant technical assistance, finance, and 

general knowledge regarding cooperatives. These are explored further below. 

Coop precedents 

RI has witnessed a recent growth in cooperatives, mainly in the producer and purchasing 

sectors. Most are related to the agricultural industry, such as Worm Farmers’ Cooperative or 

the South Country Food Co-op. Credit unions are the other large cooperative community in RI, 

with FL’s partner Navigant being one of the strongest. Whereas housing cooperatives are also 

well represented, worker coops are almost non-existent. A temporary staffing agency, Labor 

Co-Op, formed in 2006 to improve job quality in low-income recent immigrant Latino 

communities in Providence, is now defunct (Insight, n.d.). The only existing worker coop in RI is 

Sol Power, a solar installation provider as described in Chapter 4. 

Appropriate statute 

Though FL’s effort is guided by CFL’s Cooperative Development Initiative/Program, it recognizes 

that the latter benefits from the considerable support of New York City’s Worker Cooperative 

Business Development Initiative (Abello, 2016). Furthermore, unlike New York, California, or 
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Massachusetts, RI has no overarching statute covering cooperatives, or one specifically for 

worker coops, though separate ones exist for housing, agricultural producer, and consumer 

cooperatives. For FL, its RI partners, and the RI worker coop interviewed, this lack had clear 

implications with regard to legal and business matters, funding, and acceptance of coops by the 

populace at large.  

 

A worker coop in RI must incorporate as a conventional business entity under RI General Laws 

Title 7: Corporations, Associations and Partnerships (SRIGL, 2016). FL and most other worker 

coops, in RI and elsewhere have worked around this issue by choosing the Limited Liability 

Company (LLC) form, a hybrid of corporation and partnership that is also appropriate for low-

income immigrants as it offers protection from liability to member-owners, who can be 

domestic or foreign residents23. The LLC is governed by an Operating Agreement that can be 

structured as a cooperative, as it allows the sharing of profits among members (Co-op Law, 

n.d.). However, LLC members may face restrictions with regard to insurance coverage and 

personal financial matters.  

Technical Assistance 

As worker coop LLCs are more complex to set up, insure, and tax than other business entities, 

nearly all incubators and coops interviewed faced a dearth of proficient and affordable legal 

counsel and accountants. Like most other incubators and cooperatives interviewed, FL relies on 

low- or pro-bono assistance from legal firms or law schools, which has been inconsistent, so 

                                                     
23

 This and insurance issues were strong reasons for a CA cleaning cooperative to remain as an LLC even after laws 
favorable to worker coops were passed in 2015 (Moore, David Smathers. 2016. Telephone conversation, 
November 29) 
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that as of this writing, it is still seeking help, especially regarding the tax structure, to complete 

formalizing the worker coop.  

Finance 

FL, like other non-profit IWCs interviewed, was able to secure grant funding for the initial stages 

of incubation, such as hiring a project coordinator, and providing training for worker-members. 

Obtaining funds for further set up and implementation remains critical, without which, assert 

partners, the worker coop remains merely a concept. The complexity of worker coops 

compared to conventional businesses may deter potential funders, such as banks. Partners 

suggested that FL involve them more in this phase to connect to funding sources, enlist the 

support of unions, or contribute a small percentage of the wage theft claims it wins to the 

worker coop effort. Some indicated that FL should rethink its “no fee/investment” policy 

towards future coop members, as other incubators have done. Members must understand that 

such a stake could act as equity, enabling the future coop to access loans from banks, which are 

reluctant to lend to concepts they do not understand (WAGES, 2012; Cooperation Texas, n.d.).  

Knowledge about worker coops  

Partners and FL alike felt that, due to mainly Latino roots, the Central Falls community was 

knowledgeable about and supported worker coops, as evinced by the POWER Network’s 2014 

survey referenced in Chapter 4. FL, however, felt that apart from the Mayor, and the Dept. of 

Economic Development, few other officials understood the project. Partners agreed that by 

showing support, the City gives credibility to the fledgling initiative, and helps establish this first 

worker coop as a blueprint for others. While some partners sensed a lack of interest in worker 
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coops from State government and institutions, others thought there was no opposition, but an 

unfamiliarity with a novel concept, as well as caution until a pilot program is seen to work. 

Interestingly, the State and the private sector both recognize the importance of minority-led 

businesses, especially in the fast-growing Latino community, to job creation and the long range 

economic health of RI and its urban areas (SRI, 2015). Though currently aimed at the individual 

enterprise level, this proactive attitude may prove beneficial to worker coops. Non-RI 

incubators report enthusiasm from local government and funders for worker coops as an 

“entrepreneurial way of moving forward” (Shikes, Sarah. 2016. Interview. December 12.).  

 

Interviewees thought that neither businesses nor the general public in RI or elsewhere cared if 

services were performed by worker coops, most customers being more concerned about work 

quality and cost than any social ramifications. However, it bodes well for the future that some 

interviewees thought residential customers in particular appreciated the worker-owner concept 

after it was explained. One union has also shown interest in contracting with the future coop. 

Because FL conducts free classes and trainings for many workers, including non-members, 

partners thought that unions should assist with recruiting and funding trainings for the CBI 

program. 

 

All RI partners and the worker coop interviewed asserted that a statute specific to or 

incorporating worker coops on the lines of AB 816 in CA or Chapter 157A in MA, or in other 

developed countries, would not only give a sense of direction to FL’s incubation efforts, and 

greatly ease the set-up and operation of future enterprises with regard to insurance, liabilities, 
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taxes, etc., but also help to further understanding of worker coops in the populace at large. The 

State appears to need more evidence that a statute for worker coops would improve upon the 

LLC option. FL is working with an organization in NYC and Urban Ventures to formulate and 

introduce such a bill to the RI legislature in 2017, a process that may last 3-5 years due to the 

latter’s conservative bent. 

FL in relation to similar initiatives 

Chapter 3 related CBI program’s cleaning coop effort to seven similar initiatives, including three 

IWCs. Further interviews helped explore the effect of FL’s IWC character on the development of 

the coop.  

FL’s worker center function and the incubation process  

FL and the other IWCs saw their worker center functions and experience as valuable to worker 

coop formation, especially their understanding of community needs, and role as organizers and 

educators. These appear important, as non-IWC incubators studied also stress the importance 

of previous experience with community organizing or popular education. FL’s partners concur, 

citing FL’s ability to inspire community trust, to recruit constituents, to fundraise, and to source 

expertise. They believe that FL’s own democratic structure and practice (often lacking in non-

IWC incubators) may ease members’ transition into worker coops. Not surprisingly, IWCs, more 

than other incubators, tend to adopt a “bottom up” approach to incubation in which members 

originate the coop idea. FL is no exception. To date, partners have regarded the commitment of 

FL members, and especially the drive and willingness to reach out of the Executive Director 

(ED), which are also hallmarks of other IWC incubators, as particular strengths. However, as in 
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other IWC’s, FL’s limited English language proficiency was seen as a constraint that necessitated 

hiring a bilingual project coordinator. The high turnover in this paid staff position, attributed by 

some to its part-time nature, was considered problematic for both continuity and liaison. For FL 

and partners, the former’s lack of experience in US coops, in coop incubation, and in business 

practices, particularly regarding the cleaning industry, were major disadvantages. Other 

incubators interviewed also faced similar drawbacks, though one non-IWC entity did start out 

as a for-profit cleaning business. Forming partnerships mostly compensated for this deficit, 

though in FL’s case, some components were lacking, such as industry expertise. These issues 

may clear up as FL gains more experience in coop incubation. 

Potential for a cleaning worker coop in Central Falls, RI  

The feasibility study detailed in Chapter 5 explored the possibility of a worker coop in RI by 

researching the national and RI residential and commercial cleaning industries, target markets, 

competition, and financial components. The greatest research challenge was in obtaining local 

financial data, due to the lack of transparency from cleaning companies. 

Existing conditions in RI that further a building cleaning worker coop 

The study revealed that a cleaning worker coop in RI is hampered by an intensely competitive 

labor market saturating the customer segments most likely to use its services. A coop of up to 5 

full time workers might be workable, if a larger client base from neighboring RI and MA 

counties can be secured. A financial projection was constructed to illustrate how this could 

function, including expected revenues, costs, surplus, and break-even point. The implications of 

these findings are discussed in detail under the future research section in the next chapter. 
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Improving IWC’s facilitation of worker coop incubation in RI 

The findings from the foregoing suggested measures to improve the CBI Program as discussed 

below. These recommendations are aimed at FL and its CBI Program partners, and could apply 

to most IWCs and other multi-partner coop incubation efforts. 

Factors internal to the CBI Program 

In summary, FL’s function as an IWC was thought to assist its worker coop incubation effort, 

instituting best practice by forming the POWER Network to bridge gaps in its capabilities. 

However, the partnership demonstrated some weaknesses in overall communication and 

consistency, as well as in technical assistance.  

 In order to ensure continuity and effective liaison within the POWER Network, FL, as 

lead partner, should consider creating a full time paid Project Coordinator position for 

the CBI Program, as a part time commitment appeared to result in high turnover. 

Fluency in English and Spanish would be required to due to the FL membership’s limited 

English language proficiency. 

 Concurrently, FL should consider instituting a process to keep partners regularly 

informed of each other’s activities and roles, so as to enhance understanding between 

partners, and to ensure informed transitions when partners leave. 

 In order to increase the partners’ grasp of the worker coop model, FL should consider 

encouraging its members to relate their coop experiences in countries of origin, as well 

as of the coop incubation as it proceeds.  
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 Lastly, because of the difficulty in obtaining necessary data from cleaning companies 

and industry sources, FL and partners should consider hiring a cleaning business owner, 

preferably retired so as not to engender conflicts of interest, in order to assist members 

with further business planning in the cleaning industry.  

Factors external to the CBI Program 

The absence in RI of a statute applicable to worker coops, a precedent, or developed ecosystem 

greatly impeded FL’s effort with respect to finding proficient legal assistance and funding. 

However, RI state and the business community are amenable to supporting minority enterprise. 

 Because statutes are seen to assist and accelerate the incubation process, FL should 

consider rallying more IWCs and other immigrant and labor organizations around its 

effort to introduce a worker coop-specific bill in RI. 

 As raising funds for the remaining incubation tasks is critical, FL should consider 

harnessing the willingness of partners in the City of Central Falls, Navigant Credit Union, 

and RISBDC to connect it with funders.  

 In order to fund coop development in general, FL should consider channeling the State 

and private sector’s enthusiasm for minority businesses towards worker coops, as a 

form of “popular entrepreneurialism24” that has manifold community benefits. Perhaps 

it could tap into the potential Community-based Minority-focused Financial Institution 

that the private sector has suggested to alleviate the lack of capital minority businesses 

face (RFI and RICC 2014). 

                                                     
24 Block, Fred. (1996). The Vampire State. New York: The New Press. quoted in Ranis, Peter. (2016). Cooperatives 
Confront Capitalism: Challenging the Neoliberal Economy. London, UK: Zed Books. 
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 Because RI currently lacks infrastructure related to the business aspect of cooperatives, 

FL and partners should consider urging the State to better equip RISBDC to support 

worker coop development. For instance, though RISBDC has one person with some coop 

development experience, it is not part of their responsibilities. Positions dedicated to 

cooperatives or more personnel with relevant expertise would greatly help future 

projects.  

 

Partners believe that the worker coop concept will gain traction when the first effort succeeds. 

However, implementation is challenging, as apart from some local government and community 

sectors in Central Falls, there was a dearth of knowledge about worker coops from State 

government, institutions, businesses, and the general public in RI. How educational 

establishments can help remedy this situation addresses the final research question, and is the 

focus of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7 : Conclusions 

Utilizing insights gained through reflection on the role of the researcher during the feasibility 

study to supplement responses from interviewees, this thesis concludes with suggestions for 

future research, as well as for the role of universities in assisting with the establishment of 

cooperatives in Rhode Island. 

Future Research 

Similar to other IWCs, FL instituted an intensive training program, carried out by its partners, to 

prepare the prospective member-owners of a worker coop in the cleaning industry. It included 

a feasibility study to be conducted by members with input from this researcher/author. Similar 

to other incubators interviewed, this process proved challenging due to conflicting work 

schedules of all concerned, lack of proficiency in each other’s language, and the short time 

frame (3 months) allotted. The study as a whole was thus delegated to the researcher. In 

hindsight a longer inquiry period, coupled with an investigator adept at Spanish, might have 

yielded a more interactive, and hence more instructive and effective, process for all concerned. 

Ideally, multi-faceted feasibility studies, which require research, analytical, technical, 

marketing, and financial competencies, among others, should be carried out as a team project. 

 

Intriguingly, two coop incubators interviewed had not performed feasibility analyses because 

WAGES and other efforts had demonstrated the general viability of the cleaning coop concept, 

at least in the residential sector (WAGES 2012). For similar reasons, it was quickly apparent that 

FL would see the venture through, whatever the result of the study: an “optimism of the will” 
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required of the struggle for social justice25, as also manifested in its Campaign to End Wage 

Theft (Fuerza Laboral n.d.b). In the terminology of Wright (2010), the cleaning worker coop 

concept was seen to be a desirable and viable vehicle for transforming labor conditions, but 

needed a strategy around achievability in the RI context. This researcher’s task, then, was to 

determine not whether, but how, a putative cleaning coop could be workable. The analysis of 

the RI metro cleaning services sphere in Chapter 5 revealed an intensely competitive labor 

market that saturated both residential and commercial customer segments most likely to use 

its services. Hence, a basic financial scenario, including resources needed, cost structure and 

capital requirements for a worker coop was constructed to suit these conditions. However, 

limitations of time and capacity on the part of the researcher prevented other needed in-depth 

explorations that were recommended by the literature (Hofstrand and Holz-Clause 2009). One 

partner suggested prototyping – testing out various coop models using modeling, storytelling, 

and game playing (Grasl 2013), which would suit FL’s popular education culture well.  

 

The most important missing component consists of market research that targets potential 

customers so as to assess levels of actual interest in the services of a cleaning worker coop, and 

thereby help identify potential market niches. This could involve either surveys of, or focus 

groups from the specific residential areas and commercial segments identified or suggested in 

Chapter 5.  

 

                                                     
25 Paraphrasing Antonio Gramsci (Wright, 2010).  
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The study’s financial components should also be expanded, perhaps with the assistance of a 

cleaning industry insider if possible to supply more robust data than was available. The Excel-

based financial projection was intended as a template for worker-members to test out various 

scenarios using their own experiences or wishes. For instance, using the customers’ cleaning 

supplies, as some cleaners do, could reduce the coop’s expenditure significantly over time. 

However, due to the potential worker-owners’ unfamiliarity with this software, constructing a 

few more financial projections would help illustrate how pricing of services, adding benefits 

such as healthcare, buying a vehicle, etc., could affect the revenues and thus the funding 

required to set up and operate the coop. In addition, these projections could examine how 

future worker-owners might contribute financially to coop start-up. Suggestions from coops 

and the literature include direct loans, investment shares, or “sweat equity” whereby member- 

owners work a certain number of hours to fulfill their equity investment requirement. For 

example, WAGES/Prospera requires workers to invest $400 in their respective coop, with $150 

paid before joining, and the remainder during the first six months of paid work, in installments 

if need be. Interestingly, coops founded with member shares or loans have been found to be 

more likely to survive (Hoover and Abell 2016; MRC 2016; WAGES 2012). 

Role of Educational Establishments 

This section addresses the final research question as to how educational institutions could help 

further worker coop facilitation. The feasibility study process and subsequent interviews made 

clear that worker coop incubation by IWCs and others in RI requires a supportive infrastructure 

and environment that RI’s 12 current colleges and universities (RIBGHE, n.d.) could play a major 

role in developing. At a basic level, they provide incubators with interns to perform necessary 
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local research. For instance, URI students are currently assisting a RISBDC client with a 

marketing plan, and could do so for coop endeavors (Batlle, Manuel, 2016 telephone 

conversation, December 6). Interviewees saw university legal clinics as providing coop efforts 

with vital bilingual support regarding business licensing and permitting, interpreting laws, and 

clarifying tax issues. Grant writing and seeking innovative funding for coop incubators were also 

viewed as pertinent roles for universities. For example, grant funding26 secured by MA’s Tufts 

University and University of Massachusetts, enabled BWG to establish Vida Verde as a green 

cleaning cooperative partly as a way to address health concerns associated with cleaning 

chemicals (Gute, 2009).  

 

For most interviewees, however, the key to promoting and formalizing coop creation and 

development lay in education around the worker coop model, which they wished to 

incorporate at all levels in the entrepreneurship programs and other curricula of RI educational 

institutions, including community colleges, RISBDC, and public education. This would not only 

appropriately train the research, legal, and financial interns and professionals that worker 

coops need, but also help normalize worker coops in RI through increased familiarity. The City 

University of New York School of Law, for instance, trains lawyers in cooperative law, while the 

University of Wisconsin Center for Cooperatives fosters connection and mutual learning among 

coops, policymakers, and the general public (Hoover and Abell, 2016). Mutual learning was 

seen by FL partners as being especially beneficial for coop incubation and general community 

                                                     
26 From the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, and the National Institute for Environmental 
Health Sciences. 
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progress. With better understanding, banks, legislators and customers would respond positively 

to worker coops. 

 

Familiarity is principally bred by the strong presence of worker coops locally (Artz and Kim, 

2011). Thus, interviewees wanted universities and similar institutions to conduct research 

around policies that could make developing and scaling worker coops in the state as 

straightforward as other businesses. This would require exploring and adapting successful coop 

development models, as well as public initiatives, including tax provisions, from the US and 

elsewhere. For example, University of Wisconsin Center for Cooperatives was involved in 

shaping Madison, WI’s cooperative funding initiative (Hoover and Abell, 2016). FL partners also 

suggested that Latino mayors and legislature in RI needed to be involved in coop-friendly policy 

making, which might be spurred by studies on coops akin to that performed by the Latino Policy 

Institute at RWU to further Latino small businesses (Tirado-Alcaraz, 2016).  

Finally, interviewees proposed that educational institutions not only provide educational 

services, but become clients by giving contracts to local worker coops, thus following the 

“anchor institutions” strategy of the Evergreen Cooperatives model in Cleveland, Ohio 

(Alperovitz, 2013). For instance, in Western MA, the University of Massachusetts contracted 

with Wellspring Upholstery to refurbish its dining hall furniture (Wellspring Cooperative, n.d.). 

Conclusions Summary 

This thesis set out to explore the challenges and opportunities facing an IWC in its efforts to 

found a building cleaning worker cooperative in RI, in order to assist similar endeavors in 

future. Through researching a feasibility study for Fuerza Laboral’s putative worker cooperative, 
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and interviewing its partners, as well as similar incubation efforts elsewhere, this researcher 

found that FL’s role as a IWC did greatly help in the incubation process, primarily by forming the 

POWER Network to remedy a lack of business knowledge. The feasibility study showed that a 

cleaning worker coop in RI was subject to severe competition, but offered the option of slow 

growth. However, future worker-members, encouraged by previous struggles, were 

determined to see the venture through. FL partners gave suggestions on strengthening the 

feasibility study by expanding on the marketing and financial components. Unfortunately, 

shortfalls in capacity and communication, the absence of a RI worker coop statute, and the 

dearth of legal and funding infrastructure, have hampered the incubation effort. Partners 

thought this was exacerbated by a general unfamiliarity with the worker coop model at all 

levels in RI, and gave suggestions on how educational institutions could meet this challenge.  

 

Partners felt that FL’s first worker coop project is innovative, and if successful, will beget 

support for more, thus providing a model for building and stabilizing community wealth and for 

economic development in the state. 
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Appendices 

Appendix I 

From Chapter 5 H: Financials 

Customer frequency  

Calculating one time and regular cleanings for a full time worker for a week: 

One time cleaning = 5 hours 
Regular cleaning = 4 hours 
Regular cleaning = One time cleaning x customer retention rate 
Full time hours per week = 40 
Customer retention rate = 50% 
 
5 hours x one time + 4 hours x regular = full time week = 40 hours 
5 hours x one time + 4 hours x (one time x retention rate) = full time week = 40 hours 
5 hours x one time + 4 hours x (one time x 0.5) = 40 hours 
5 hours x one time + 2 hours x one time = 40 hours 
7 hours x one time = 40 hours 

One time = 40  7 = 5.72 hours 
Regular = one time x retention rate = 2.86 
These are rounded to 6 one time (30 hours) and 2.5 regular cleanings (10 hours) to give 40 

hours full time work. 

Hypothetical operating financials  

To obtain a regular source of income, each member-worker would require 20 clients serviced 

every two weeks. Using these values, plus hourly rates of $15 for wages, and $30 for cleanings, 

and the WAGES cooperative allocations shown below, hypothetical basic average annual 

operation financials for an increasing number of worker-members could resemble Table 24. 

One time cleanings, monthly, bi-weekly, weekly, and more frequent cleanings are represented 

by the bi-weekly (twice monthly) average cleaning frequency. 
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Income statements without and with a hired manager 

The tables show a comparison of revenues, costs, and surpluses or losses that the cooperative 

may incur by either providing administrative services through cleaning workers (Table 25 A) or 

by hiring an office manager (Table 25 B) during 5 years of operation.. Revenue streams and 

expenditures are shown in detail. 

 

Table 24: Hypothetical annual operating financials for a cooperative with increasing membership 

Timeframe hourly annual annual annual annual annual 
FTE  
(number of workers) 1 1 2 4 6 10 

Number of clients 1 20 40 80 120 200 

Revenue       

Total revenue 30 60,000 120,000 240,000 360,000 600,000 

average rate/hour 30 30 30 30 30 30 

average hours/job 1 4 4 4 4 4 

average jobs/day 1 2 2 2 2 2 

average days /week 1 5 5 5 5 5 

average weeks/year 1 50 50 50 50 50 

Costs 
      Total costs 27 54,000 108,000 216,000 324,000 540,000 

distribution to workers 15 30,000 60,000 120,000 180,000 300,000 
total overhead  
(50% of total revenue) 12  24,000 48,000 96,000 144,000 240,000 

benefits  
(20% total revenue ) 6 12,000 24,000 48,000 72,000 120,000 
overhead  
(20% total revenue) 6 12,000 24,000 48,000 72,000 120,000 

Surplus  3 6,000 12,000 24,000  36,000 60,000 
surplus margin  
(% of total revenue) 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 

wages /revenue 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 
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Table 25 Income statements without and with hired manager 

 
A. Income statement without 

hired manager 

 

B. Income statement with hired 
manager 

 

 Year 
1  

 Year 
2  

 Year 
3  

 Year 
4  

 Year 
5  

 

 Year 
1  

 Year 
2  

 Year 
3  

 Year 
4  

 Year 
5  

Clients 
           New Clients 96  107  119  131  143  

 
96  107  119  131  143  

retention rate 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 
 

50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 

retained clients 48  54  60  66  72  
 

48  54  60  66  72  

Number of cleanings 
           First/one time  96  107  119  131  143  

 
96  107  119  131  143  

Regular/bi-weekly 312  921  1,656  2,415  3,246  
 

312  921  1,656  2,415  3,246  

Hours per cleaning  
           First/one time (5 

hours) 480  535  595  655  715  
 

480  535  595  655  715  
Regular/bi-weekly 
(4 hours) 1,248  3,684  6,624  9,660  

12,98
4  

 
1,248  3,684  6,624  9,660  

12,98
4  

Total Customer Sales 
           charge per hour 30  30  31  31  31  

 
30  30  31  31  31  

First/one time 
cleaning 

14,40
0  

16,21
1  

18,20
9  

20,24
5  

22,32
1  

 

14,40
0  

16,21
1  

18,20
9  

20,24
5  

22,32
1  

Regular/bi-weekly 
cleaning 

37,44
0  

111,6
25  

202,7
14  

298,5
81  

405,3
36  

 

37,44
0  

111,6
25  

202,7
14  

298,5
81  

405,3
36  

Total Customer Sales 
51,84

0  
127,8

36  
220,9

23  
318,8

27  
427,6

57  
 

51,84
0  

127,8
36  

220,9
23  

318,8
27  

427,6
57  

Total hours worked 
1,728  4,219  7,219  

10,31
5  

13,69
9  

 
1,728  4,219  7,219  

10,31
5  

13,69
9  

Total FTE (cleaners) 0.83  2.03  3.47  4.96  6.59  
 

0.83  2.03  3.47  4.96  6.59  
Average number of 

persons 2  3  4  5  7  
 

2  3  4  5  7  

 
           Direct costs 

           Distribution to 
workers 

25,92
0  

63,91
8  

110,4
62  

159,4
13  

213,8
29  

 

25,92
0  

63,91
8  

110,4
62  

159,4
13  

213,8
29  

Administration by 
worker 3,000  3,036  3,060  3,096  3,120  

 
                                                                                           

Manager  
                                                                                          

 

45,00
0  

45,45
0  

45,90
5  

46,36
4  

46,82
7  

Benefits 
2,227  4,971  8,917  

12,89
2  

17,38
3  

 
5,461  8,421  

12,04
0  

15,84
5  

20,07
0  

Travel 
4,309  7,788  

12,26
2  

17,05
8  

21,71
3  

 
4,309  7,788  

12,26
2  

17,05
8  

21,71
3  

Total Direct costs 35,45
6  

79,71
3  

134,7
00  

192,4
60  

256,0
45  

 

80,69
0  

125,5
77  

180,6
68  

238,6
80  

  
302,4

39  

Gross surplus 16,38
4  

48,12
3  

86,22
3  

126,3
67  

171,6
12  

 

 
(28,8

50) 2,258  
40,25

5  
80,14

7  
125,2

18  
Gross surplus margin 32% 38% 39% 40% 40% 

 
32% 38% 39% 40% 40% 

            

Operational Costs 
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(OP) 

Supplies (cleaning 
products) 4,750  8,585  

13,51
6  

18,03
0  

24,45
4  

 
4,750  8,585  

13,51
6  

18,03
0  

24,45
4  

Uniforms and 
replacement 720  364  734  742  742  

 
720  364  734  742  742  

Storage  closets 200  
 

204                                     
 

200                    204                  
 

Vacuums 700  354  357  721  721  
 

700  354  357  721  
      

721  

Office supplies and 
advertising 

18,00
0  

    
18,18

0  

    
18,36

2  

    
18,54

5  
18,73

1  
 

18,00
0  

18,18
0  

18,36
2  

18,54
5  

   
18,73

1  
Computer and basic 
software 100   101  2,500  

          
100  

          
100  

 

          
100  

          
101  

      
2,500  

          
100  

          
100  

Printer scanner fax 
               

-  
               

-  
         

200  
               

-  
               

-  
 

               
-  

               
-  

         
200  

               
-  

               
-  

Administrative 
software  

         
360  

         
364  

         
367  

         
371  

         
375  

 

         
360  

         
364  

         
367  

         
371  

         
375  

Rent and utilities 
      

1,200  
      

1,212  

    
14,07

7  

    
14,21

8  

    
14,36

0  
 

      
1,200  

      
1,212  

    
14,07

7  

    
14,21

8  

    
14,36

0  
Office furniture and 
storage 

  

      
1,020  

         
500  

         
505  

   

      
1,020  

         
500  

         
505  

Phone and internet 
  

      
1,836  

      
1,855  

      
1,873  

   

      
1,836  

      
1,855  

      
1,873  

Dues and 
subscriptions 

      
1,200  

      
1,212  

      
1,224  

      
1,236  

      
1,249  

 

      
1,200  

      
1,212  

      
1,224  

      
1,236  

      
1,249  

General liability 
      

1,200  
      

1,212  
      

1,224  
      

1,236  
      

1,249  
 

      
1,200  

      
1,212  

      
1,224  

      
1,236  

      
1,249  

Repairs and 
maintenance 

         
120  

          
120  

          
122  

         
124  125  

 

          
120  

          
120  

          
122  

          
124  

          
125  

Contingency (10% of 
OP) 

      
2,855  

       
3,170  

       
5,575  

       
5,768  

       
6,448  

 

      
2,855  

      
3,170  

      
5,575  

      
5,768  

      
6,448  

Total operational 
costs 

    
31,40

5  

    
34,87

3  

    
61,32

0  

    
63,44

7  

    
70,93

2  
 

    
31,40

5  

    
34,87

3  

    
61,32

0  

    
63,44

7  

    
70,93

2  

Total costs 
66,86
1  

114,8
22  

196,0
20  

255,9
06  

326,9
76  

 

 
112,0

95  

 
160,4

51  

 
241,9

88  

 
302,1

26  

 
373,3

71  

Total Earnings before 
taxes 

  
(15,0

21) 

    
13,01

3  

    
24,90

3  

    
62,92

0  

 
100,6

81  
 

  
(31,4

05) 

  
(34,8

73) 

  
(61,3

20) 

  
(63,4

47) 
(70,9

32) 

Taxes 
      

                                                
 

-  

Net surplus or loss 

 
(15,0

21) 
13,01

3  
24,90

3  
62,92

0  
100,6

81  
 

 
(31,4

05) 

 
(34,8

73) 

 
(61,3

20) 

 
(63,4

47) 

 
(70,9

32) 
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Exhibit A: Interviewee recruitment email – Blum v2 

To: [Potential interviewee’s professional e-mail account] 
From: Jan (Janaki) Blum 
Subject: Tufts Master’s Thesis Project – Interview Request 
 
Dear [Name of Interviewee]: 
 
I am a graduate student at the Department of Urban and Environmental Policy and Planning, 
Tufts University, Massachusetts, working on a master’s thesis that will examine the challenges 
and opportunities facing an immigrant worker center in its efforts to found a building cleaning 
worker cooperative in Rhode Island, so as to assist similar endeavors in future. 
 
My goal is to learn more about the role of worker centers in the incubation of cooperatives. My 
research indicates that as a member of [organization name], you have professional experience 
with [area of expertise], and are therefore suited as a prospective interviewee for my thesis 
project. Please treat this letter as a formal request for such an interview. The interview may be 
conducted by telephone and should only take thirty to forty-five minutes of your time. Your 
participation is completely voluntary and you may discontinue participation at any time during 
the interview process. Personal identifiers such as your name, organization, and job title, may 
be included in the final thesis. However, before any material containing information from this 
interview that is attributable to you or references you is published in the thesis, I will privately 
show you the relevant information and ask for your consent to share it publicly. 
 
Please let me know if you would be available to speak with me regarding this thesis project. 
 
Once again, I firmly believe that interviewing you would offer me great insight into the 
formation of worker cooperatives, and I would greatly appreciate your participation. Thank you 
for your time and consideration. 
 
Thank You, 
 
Jan Blum 
MA Candidate 
Dept. Urban and Environmental Policy & Planning 
Tufts University 
Medford, MA 

Exhibit B: Potential interview questions – Blum v3 

1. For Fuerza Laboral (FL) and other cooperative incubators 

 What were the main reasons for starting the “X” cooperative? 
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 What do you think are the strengths of FL/your organization as a worker 

center/incubator that helps it with the cooperative project? 

 Where would it need help? 

 What external assistance, if any, did you use to further the cooperative? 

 

 What other types of business structures did you consider, other than a cooperative? 

 To what extent there was interest in the community for cooperatives? 

 To what extent do you think there is interest in cooperatives from local government? 

From customers? 

 

 What studies were done to further the cooperative? 

 How did you decide on a cleaning cooperative? Did you look at other industries? 

 

 What were the main obstacles to starting the cooperative? 

 

 What other research could have helped with starting the cooperative? 

 In what ways do you think universities and other technical assistance resources can help 

your future cooperative projects? 

 
2. For FL partners 

 To what extent was interest in the community for cooperatives? 

 To what extent do you think there is interest in cooperatives from local government? 

From the general public? 

 

 What do you think are FL’s strengths as a worker’s center that helped it with the 

cooperative project? 

 What are its weaknesses? 

 

 What do you think are the main obstacles to the formation of a cooperative in RI? 

 

 What other types of research could have been done to further the project? 

 

 In what ways do you think universities and other technical assistance resources can help 

the cooperative forming process in RI? 
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